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The problem. This study determined what Iowa in
structional microcomputer users identified as their personal
concerns, instructional design needs and technical assistance
needs and the preferred mode and source of addressing those
needs. By identifying the needs of the first generation of
microcomputer users, support service providers may be better
prepared to assist local district educators in better using
microcomputer technology.

Procedures. Three typical instructional microcom
puter users nominated by each of the fifteen area education
agency directors of educational services, were interviewed
using a structured interview instrument.

Findings. Personal concerns of instructional micro
computer users were focused on the amount of time that was
demanded to learn how to use hardware and in preparation of
instructional software. Users consistently reported a desire
to train their fellow faculty members on the use of the
micro. Instructional design needs of the users included
the desire to learn how to adjust available software to
better address local circumstances, the development of a
model cataloging system and individual program documentation
format, additional software in the basic skills disciplines,
and model curriculum guides for computer literacy courses.
The area education agencies were identified as the preferred
source of addressing these needs. Technical assistance
needs included: workshops on basic repair and maintenance
of hardware, and courses in machine language and assembler
language. The area education agencies and the institutes
of higher education respectively were identified as the
preferred source of addressing those needs.

Recommendations. Support service providers in the
state including the Iowa Department of Public Instruction,
area education agencies, professional organizations and local
districts should develop a comprehensive plan to distribute
available services and resources to address the needs of
instructional microcomputer users and their students. Addi
tional study on the appropriate use of the micro is needed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Microcomputers have become a familiar part of many

Iowa students l school experience. More and more Iewa

schools have purchased Hmicros" in the past two years.

Experts predict that the microcomputer revolution in the

classroom will continue. As with any educational innova

tion, certain barriers develop which may prevent ~p

velopment from becoming an integral part of the instruc

tional/curricular program.

The nature of this study was to rmine what Iowa

educators identified as the personal concerns, instruct .... ",,,","",,-,,

design and technical assistance necessary to use micro

computers beyond the "toy" stage and Lnto the "tool" st

The iden fication of specific user s and the identifi-

cation of user concerns is the first step toward helping

pre-service and in-service education providers develop

meaningful and useful support services.

Microcomputers Education

Recent developments in the solid state electronics

industry have resulted in astoni ing reductions in the

1
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cost and size of computing equipment. Retail outlets for

microcomputers number in the thousands; computers sold

number in the hundreds of thousands. The micros used in

homes and schools have the capacity of computer systems

which just five years ago would have required speci ized

staff, extensive facilities, and expensive equipment.

It ~s difficult to define with precision what a

microcomputer is. Perhaps the best distinguishing feature

is price: $200 to $10,000. Basically, the microcomputer,

using a "chip" microprocessor is structured the same as

larger minicomputers. The stand-alone unit is physically

smaller Ca little larger than a typewriter), slower, and

has less merTIory than larger machines. Memory capacity ranges

from 12,000 to 128,000 bytes. A byte is defined as the

basic unit of information. Usually one byte is equivalent

1
to one symbol or one character of the alphabet.- The bas

central computer unit can be augmented to system stature

with such peripherals as disk drives, printers and CRT

monitors. Recent developments in microcomputer technology

have provided voice activated control and expanded visuals

with links to video-disks.

"Their use in educational settings will skyrocket in

the next years," predicts John F. Huntington j recognized

-------------
1Charles H. Douglas

Glossary of Terms eful
tlonal Te , XIX, No.

and John S. Edwards, "A Selected
Dealing wi.t.h ," __~~
10 (October, 1979) I 57.
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leader in the computer-assisted instruction discipline. 1

The National Association of Secondary School Principals

CNASSP) agrees with Huntington's predictions about micro-

computer useage. The October 1979 issue of The Practitioner,

the principals' national newslet.ter, anticipated t.hat; every

high school in the country would own at least one microcom

puter within two years. 2 Research by the National Science

F'ourrda t.Lon estimated that there were as many as 200,000

micros in K-12 schools. It projected upward of one million

3units by 1985.

The increase in the number of micros in Iowa schools

mirrors the national trend. A survey conducted by Earl

Keyser of Northern Trails Area Education Agency in Novemb e r ,

1979, showed 134 school districts in t.he state owned 297

microcornputers. 4 A conservative estimate frcm Dean

Crocker, Iowa Department of Public Instruction Director of

Statewide Data Processing Services, as of July I, 1981,

1

.LJ o hn F. Huntington, "Microcomputers and Computer-
Assisted Instruct.ion," ~ducat.ional Technology, XIX, No. 5
{May, 19 79}, 34 •

2Stuart D. Milner and Carol Hargan, "Microcomputers
... the Future is Now," 'Fhe r:.racti tioner, VI, No. 1 (October,
1979), 1.

3Gerald T. Gleason, "Microcomputers
The state of the Art," Educational Te
(March r 1981) t 7.

in Education:
, XXI, NO. 3

4Letter from Earl L. ser John Bahuffi f Iowa
Legisl ve Rese Assistant, 1979.
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placed the number of micros at over 645 spread among

. 1 1 . . 1approXlmatey 356 Iowa schoo dlstrlcts.

The main advantages of microcomputers are afford-

ability, transportability, and dedication. Instrumentally,

the micros can allow the student to work at an individ-

ualized pace. Microcomputers can provide immediate feedback

on the correctness of response and can monitor overall in-

structional progress.

some students.

It is a highly motivational tool for

Like other computer based learning techniques, the

micro learn~ng strategies include drill and practice,

problem solving, tutorial programs, simulations, computer-

assisted test generation, scoring and analysis and computer-

managed instruction.

Some call it a revolution or a quantum leap or a

major innovation in education. Others say it is just

another fad; just wait and it will go away_ There is con-

siderable speculation as to the relative importance of the

micro in the classroom. "There is no question that our

lives will be intertvdned wi t.h the microcomputer, I! said Dr.

Winston Addi s, superintendent of the Mount Vernon (Iowa)

Community School District and immediate past national

president of the Association of Educational Data Systems

ITelephone rview with Dean Crocker, Iowa Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, D ctor of Statewide Data
Processing 5e , October 30, 1981.
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(AEDS) •

In fact the technology is far beyond our ability
to use it. Education is lagging far behind
other fields such as medicine, industry and the
military. Microcomputers are not a fad, they are
here to stay and we as educators have an obli$a
tion to teach students how to deal with them.~

Ralph Van Dusseldorp and Dennis Spuck, editors of a

special microcomputer edition of the AEDS Journal in the

fall of 1979, consider the micro a very important tech-

nological advance.

No where is the potential and to some extent the
realization of the capacity of microcomputing
greater than in the field of education. Yet with
all of the advances being made in microbased
technology, few in the field of education under
stand these systems. Those of us in education
need to be concerned that we are in control, that
we have sufficient knowledge about this technology
to insure that it will be used to the benefit of
our educational mission. 2

The popularity of the microcomputer has prompted

some educators to consider the machines a solution looking

for a probl.ern. Ernest L. Boyer, former U. S. Comrrds s i.one r of

Education, views the widespread dissemination of the micro

with mixed feelings. In a speech delivered to the 1981

/I/D/E/A/ S UHIIt',er Fellows Program Claremont, California,

Dr. Boyer acknowledged the potential of the microcomputer

lWinston Addis, "Microcomputers: Education Enters
the Computer Age, II Grant ",load AEA Re rter, V, No. 4 ( il,
1981), 1.

Spuck, II cro
in Education,"

and Dennis W.
and lic

(Fall, 1979), 2.

Van Dussel
ir Select

1, XIII, No.1
--------~-

2Ralph
computers:
AEDS
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but questioned educational administrators on the rationale

behind their purchase. Boyer chided some administrators

for relegat~ng an exciting tool to a fashionable tOy.l

Instructional integration of technology is much more com-

plicated than buying a box and plugging it in.

The technological advances in hardware may have

preceded the educational community's ability to design

instructional units and software to use the machines to

benefit students. Gerald Gleason, professor of educational

psychology at the university of Wisconsin, notes;

"Realistically, most knOWledgeable people agree that hard-

ware development is considerably ahead of software develop

ment and implementation." 2

Research on educational innovation and change at

the University of Texas Research and Development Center for

Teacher Education conducted by Gene Hall and Archie George

indicated that as an innovation is introduced, adopters

develop an aroused state of anxiety. Adopters develop a

series of "concerns" on the value of the innovation and their

IErnest I.. Boyer, "Quality Education in the 80s II

(speech pres before the /I/D/E/A/ Summer Fellows Pro-
gram at Claremont Menls College, Claremont, California,
July 14(1981).

2 G 7·ason, p. .
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. . h' 1LnvoLveman t; Wlt It. These concerns can be divided into

three general categories: personal concerns, technical con-

cerns and instructional design related concerns. As such these

concerns are the educators' perceptions at any given moment

in the process of adopting an innovation. The perception

may be real or imagined, but it must be resolved before the

change can be integrated into the mainstream of the curr Lcu-

lum. Indeed, the research of Hall and George indicated that

adopters of innovations do move through a seven step de-

velopmental sequence from awareness to a state of total

curricular integration.

The microcomputer can be viewed as a teaching tool

and integrated into the curriculum when it can create new

learning experiences or present a fresh and useful approach

to learning .. This type of integration into the learning

process is the desired instructional design. Instructional

design is defined as the appropriate mix of all factors

which will increase student learning.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to document and report

the personal concerns, instructional design needs and tech-

nical needs of typical instructional microcomputer users

rd,
~1anual

an , 'I'e x a s :
Education, Universi of

and William Ruther
Innovation: A
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Iowa schools. Support services desired by the users to

satisfy their needs were identified as were the preferred

source and mode of the service. The descriptive study pro

vides benchmark information concerning the degree to which

microcomputers have been integrated into the curriculum.

Surveying the needs of users should be one of the

first steps in providing quality support services. If

microcomputers are to be used to their full capacity,

adequate planning at the state, regional, and local level

must be in place. Planning assumes that substantial in

formation from the users is available. This study repre

sents an initial effort at seeking user-based data on a

statewide basis.

Rationale for the Study

User-based information on the personal, technical

and instructional design needs would be helpful to Lowa IS

educational leaders. Given user-based data, administrators

should be able to make better decisions about the use of

microcomputers in the classroom. Because the hardware has

been recently acquired, and because vendor support is

notoriously slack, both technical and instructional design

needs are present. Similarly, pre-service and in-service

education providers which may have resources and re sibil-

ity to provide support services to educators may be in
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process of establishing their role vis-a-vis the appropriate

use of microcomputers.

Minnesota, Florida, Vermont and Texas have initiated

statewide s t.udi.e s on the r-o Le and function of micros in the

classroom. I These studies have included strong emphasis on

implementation and curricular integration. Iowa has no such

studies upon which to plan its microcomputer support ser-

vices. NASSP's The Practitioner cautions its readership:

~TIile the rewards for using microcomputers can
be great; a certain amount of commitment on the
part of admin trators and teachers for planning,
implementing, and evaluating computer use is
vitally important. The complexity of the tech
nology and relative inexperience of most educa
tors in us ing the microcomputers make this
imperative. Ivloreover, teachers and administra
tors must recognize how essential inservice
training is for ef ctive use of computers in
instruction. While the amount of training may vary,
some sophistication is necessary. Given the
proliferation of microcomputers, un s serious
attention is given to ing teachers' compe-
·tencies, students may well become mo r e computer
literate than their teachers. 2

Adequate support services for the adopter of an

innovation can assist in resolving adopter anxiety. Helping

the adopter move through the developmental steps of user

concerns outlined by Hall and George is critical if an

Lnnovat.Lon to ve Lorrq-r ti e rrn and SUCCE:::SS I use the

school set.ting. Studies by the Rand Corporation for the

1Gleason, p. 9.

2 . 1
M1.~ner and Ha r p. 13.
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National Diffusion Ne t.wor k , Uni.ted States Department of

Education, reported by David Marsh and Milbrey McLaughlin,

note that single most important aspect of staff support

services is the capacity to provide "on the firing-line

assistance'! that is on-target to the needs of the teachers

adopting the innovation. Frequency of assistance was much

less important than the capacity to diagnose individual

teacher concerns and resolve them. Initial training and good

support services are second only to visible local school

administrator commitment when considering innovation integra

tion. l This study has documented what "on the firing line"

needs current Iowa microcomputer users identify.

Reviewing the recent past and anticipated future of

the instructional microcomputer in Iowa, the provision of

adequate teacher training and support is crucial to the use

of the micro as a real instructional tool.

It would be helpful to professional development pro-

viders to assess teachers' perceived instructional design,

technical and personal concerns. Institutes of higher

education, state and regional agencies, and professional

organizations provide training to ir constituents. These

professional development pr0viders realize that teacher

training can make the difference between the microcomputer

lMilbrey McLaughlin and David D. Marsh,
Developmen~ and School ers ColI
LXXX, No, 1 (S r, 19 -; 8) r 6 -

"Staff
Record
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as a tool and gimmick.

The United States House of Representatives (1978)

Committee on Science and Technology discovered in its study

of the impact of technology on schools, that the educational

community lacks a "coherent, rational policy toward the use

of comput.ers for improving learning in our society." The

study emphasized the urgent need to plan implementation

strategies for taking full advantage of computing tech

1nology. A significant factor in the success or failure of

instructional computing may be how adequately an implementa-

tion plan takes into account users' needs.

A study by the Minnesota Educational Computer

Consortia (MECC) in 1980 involving 3800 secondary educators

notes that only 39 percent believed they had training and

preparation to make decisions about using computers in the

teaching. 2 (The number of secondary Minnesota educators wh o

feel they have adequate training in computer utilization may

appear high. One must consider, however, that for over ten

years Minnesota has had a tax supported state agency wh Lch has

had as its major objective structional computer applica-

tions and associated teacher training.) These statis cs

1D,S e House
and Technology,
(Washington, D.C.:

of Representatives COIT~ittee

rs and the Learni Socie

2Laurel Dickerson and William H. Pritchard, Jr.,
lIf.;licrocompu rs Education ~ P1annincr for e q

Revo1ut ., Educational Te , XXI, No.1 (Janua
1981),5.
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Iowa's situation considering that unlike

Minnesota, little financial or political support encour-

aging the use of computers in Iowa instruction has been

present. We do not know what Iowa educators need to help

blend the microcornputers they have into 'the curriculum.

Given better information on what current users need,

preservice education programs may be able to establish

experiences for the next generation of educators. Gerald

Gleason, after a full year's sabbatical study of microcom-

puters in teacher education, reports on the status of pre-

service training:

I found only very few instances where education
professors were providing experiences in CAl for
prospective teachers. Occasionally, a unit in a
media course focuses on use of computers. If
one examines the various indexes of available
CAl programs, it obvious there are very few
programs that are included in professional teacher
education.

The lack of preparation and training of teachers
is evident acute. Historically, there evi-
dence of lessons learned from previous advances
of technology in education. The growth of
television education's general neglect of
its potential impact remains. l

If teacher preparation institutions in Iowa decide

to include training on the use of the micro in the class-

room, knowledge of present User needs would provide a sub-

stantial springboard for preservice instructional develop-

mente

IGleaSOn t p. 15.
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The prospects of more computer equipment in the

schools is considerable. Most experts in the field, noting

that today' 5 micros are the first generation of instruc-

tional machines, predict greater equipment capacity at

Lowe r costs. A 1980 study of all of Florida's superin-

tendents noted that 90 percent anticipated greater expendi-

tures of funds and student time for microcomputer related

. d t .. 1serVlces an .. ralnlng.

If Iowa schools follow their Florida counterparts

in the future, one can easily predict that additional user

support services will be needed. But what services? What

do Iowa educators need to better use the microcomputer

capacity they have now and will have in the immediate

future?

It may be appropriate for state and/or regional

agencies to seriously explore proving software banks

fashioned after the AEA's media collections. Planning and

projecting is considerably enhanced by krrow Ledqe of users I

needs. In the spring of 1980, Iowa legislators were asked

to consider funding a statewide instructional microcomputer

software clearinghouse. The proposal was included in the

Iowa Department of Public Instruction's Legislative Recom-

mendations. According to Dean Crocker, Iowa Department of

Public Instruction, the measure did not progress due to two

IDickerson and Pritchard, p. 7.
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the sharp downturn in the state's economy and the

lack of accurate user based information on the current

state of the art in Iowa. is study has addressed the

need for user based information by documenting their needs

and concerns.

A similar proposal in Oregon supported by user based

data resulted in a state appropriation and a contract with

the Computer Technology Program of the Northwest Regional

1Educational Laboratory. Securing federal or state fin-

ancing to establish a microcomputer-user-assistance program

is doubtful at this time. However, the possibility of

establishing a coalition of existing support-service

providers assisted with anticipated federal revenue sharing

education dollars may result in some much needed coordina-

tion and leadership.

If the crocomputer is a "quantum jumpll in the

educational process, or, if it proves to be a small but

important development in helping some students to learn

some things eas or faster, a benchmark stUdy of the

present status of micros will ass t later researchers in

determining what impact, if any, efforts at the local,

regional and state level may have had.

-----------

IDonald C. Holznagel, II A study of t.h e
Costs of Conducting a Proposed Clear e
put.er Information and cational So f t.wa r e " (
nology Program, Northwest Regional Educational
Portl , O'r e qon , No r I 1979). (Unpublis

Feasibility
r l\1icrocom

ter Tech-
Laborat
. )
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What we d~ not know about the microcomputer users I

needs is greater than what we do know. No studies are

filed at. this t. Lrne exploring the grassroots desires of

educators. This study has filled part of that gap.

Questions

Teachers integrating any educational innovation

into t.he curriculum have personal, technical and ins truc-

tional design concerns. Given a number of new microcom-

puter users in Iowa schools, this study will document:

1. What personal concerns do instructional micro-

computer users have regarding the integration of the

innovation into their curriculum?

2. What instructional design needs do instruc~

tional microcomputer users identify and what are the pre-

ferred source and mode of addressing those needs?

3. What technical assistance needs do instructional

microcomputer users identify and wh a t, are the preferred

source and mode of addressing those needs?

This study has documented what current users of the

microcomputer identify as their needs. Examples of the

assistance these educators might identify include:

Technical: How to learn machine language. How to

create and adjust file systems. How to perform simple main-

tenance and repair functions.

So re: How to establish hard copy documentation
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systems. Where to locate subject/grade specific software.

How to adjust softirJare to allow more time interval for stu

dent responses.

Personal: HOt>,)' to deal with other faculty members

who may have machine anxiety in using a microcomputer. How

to balance one's personal and professional responsibilities

with the new era interest. How to manage time more effec-

tively to allow increased micro training.

Instructional Design: What impact does the speed

and size of characters on a monitor have on elementary

school students? Is the use of the micro appropriate for

all students or should only the higher achieving students

use it? Should all students progress through the same

sequence of instructional software?

Definitions1

RASIC: An acronym for Beginners All-purpose Sym-

bolic Instruction Code. A high level conservational

interpretative programming language in wide use. Always

written capital letters, BASIC was invented by Kemeny

and Kurtz at Dartmouth College in 1963.

The bas ic unit 0 f information in a computer.

Commonly consists of a sequence of eight binary bits usually

IDouglas and Edwards, p. 57.
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handled as a unit. One byte usually represents one char-

acter of the alphabet.

The heart of a microprocessor) a piece of

silicon smaller than onels fingernail on which thousands

of electronic elements are implanted.

computer: A device that receives and then follows

instructions to manipulate information. The set of instruc-

tions and the information on which the instructions operate

are u s ua L'l.y var Led from one moment to another. If the in-

structions cannot be changed, the device is not a computer.

The difference between a computer and a programmable caLcuLa-

tor is that the computer can manipulate text and numbers.

computer Language: A language used to communicate

with a computer. All computer language instructions must be

translated by a program in the computer into the machine's

internal language in order for the instruction to be imple-

mented.

CPU: Central Processing Unit. The heart of the

computer, controlling what the computer does. It includes

three main sections: arithmetic, control and logic elements.

It performs computations and directs the functions of the

syst~em.

CRT: Cathode Ray Tube; video display unit .

.!?ata: The information given to or received from a

computer.

Disk: A record-Ii rna tic-coated p ce of
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material that can store programs, data, or tables of informa

tion. Fl~'pPY and hard disks are most common.

Graphics: Characters that can be used to form

figures, shapes, and forms on the CRT or printero

Hardware: Mechanical, magnetic, electrical and

electronic devices which make up a computer. The physical

equipment that goes into a computer system, consisting of

the central processing unit plus all peripherals.

Input: Information going into the computer or into

a peripheral.

Instructional Design: The appropriate mix of teacher,

student, software, hardware, and curriculum to cause

optimum learning.

Interactive: System capable of two-way commun i.ca-:

tion with a user. Response time is quick, usually less

than one second.

Language: A format by which a pro ammer can com

mun.icate more efficiently with a computer where predeter

mined commands will yield requested actions.

Memory: The integrated circuits of a computer which

store information.

Micro r: A hardware configuration; a small

comput.er system that includes the same features as larger

units: input, memory, output, and CPU. Usually the system

incl a keyboard for data entry, cassette tape or disk

for storing proqr ams and a TV like CR'I' for displ ing results.
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In contrast to larger machines, the micros usually cost

between $200 and $10,000. An entire self-contained unit

will usually fit on a desk top.

Peripheral Device: A device such as a printer,

mass storage unit or keyboard which is an accessory to a

microprocessor and which trans fers information to and from

the microprocessor.

Printer: The peripheral device which accepts output

data from the microprocessor and prints characters on paper.

Program: A series of instructions to a computer

which cause it to solve a problem or perform a task.

Software: Refers to programs and documentation which

accompanies p r-oqr ams r the internal routine prepared to

facilitate use of the hardware for a specific purpose: a

set of instructions which controls the machine's ability to

perform tasks.

Terminal~ A peripheral device which facilitates

human communication with a computer. It usually consists

of a keyboard or CRT.

Delimitations

The study is limited to the perceptions of selected

educators in Iowa.
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Nethodoloqy----------"-'-

In an effort to identify what microcomputer users

perceived as their support service needs, a structured inter-

view was developed. Forty-five "typical tf users were identi-

fied--three users from each of the fifteen areas of the

state. Person-to-person interviews were conducted with

forty-one of the teachers; four were conducted by telephone.

The interview sought need information and the preferred

source and mode of addressing those needs. The interview

sought the users' advice in terms of technical assistance,

software needs, instructional design matters and personal

ramifications. The data from the interviews were compiled,

tallied, and presented in terms of central tendencies.

Summary

There are many microcomputers Iowa schools.

Those educators using the micros for instructional purposes

are the rst generation of users. These first users, in

the process of integrating the microcomputer technology into

their courses of study! have encountered personal concerns

and technical and instructional design problems. Identi

ing the needs and concerns of this f st generation of micro

users may provide information to support service providers

as to assistance most desired to sustain the innovation as

a useful t::. .i.on a L tool.

Historically e usc of the computer 1n educat has
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recorded the need for strong teacher training and effective

support se:rvices. 'rIle following chapter will e.xpLore in

greater detail the development of the cent.er-based computer

and microcomputer as an instructional tool from both a

national and Iowa perspective. For the computer to serve

as an aid in the instructional process, user needs must be

identified and appropriate services provided. The purpose

of this study is to identify the personal concerns and

technical and instructional design needs of Iowa microcom

puter users. Given this information, support service pro

viders may further assist the first generation of users and

help prepare the subsequent generation of users.



Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to place into a

historical perspective the use of the computer as an in

structional tool and the support services that accompanied

that development. As noted in Chapter 1, this study docu

mented the support service needs of instructional micro

computer users in Iowa. In an effort to distinguish between

national and Iowa developments in both center-based and

microcomputer environments, four sections of this chapter

have been defined. While the chronology of the four sec

tions overlap somewhat, the sections have been presented in

a developmental sequence.

The computer as an tructional tool in the Dni

States in K-12 school d tricts with emphasis on the period

from 1960-1970

compute

computer-assisted instruction and

instruction saw widespread activity has

the first section.

The tory of the cente sed computer as an

instructional tool in Iowa's K-12 systems is charted the

second section of the chapter. The record of this 1

roent is focused, dating back to 1960's when s

perm Iowa instructional ne to

22
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In the third section the literature has been re-

viewed and highlights the development of microcomputer

applications in K-12 systems in this country. Because

microcomputers have recently come into the marketplace, the

literature in this area is largely oriented toward hardware.

Microcomputers as instructional tools in Iowa will

be explored in the fourth section. A few unpublished works

comprise the bulk of this literature.

Compu'ters as Instructional Tools in
America - Genesis

The development of the coruput.e r from the very

earliest counting machines through the introduction of

electronics and finally the development of the transistor

has been recorded in a history by H. H. Goldstine entitled,

The Computer: From Pasc 1to Von Neuman. Goldstine re-

vf.ewed the general development of the "thinking machines"

with special emphasis on the wartime developments, including

the initial computers. Specifically, he recounted the de-

velopment of the ENIAC and the EDVAC machines. These early

electronic mach.Lnes r massive in nature and incredibly slow

and rant tOday's standards, none less served as the

prototype for later models. Goldstine summarized the

----------

to
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development of the computer:

... the importance of the computer to society lies
not only in its superb ability to do very complex
tasks of an obtuse mathematical nature, but also
in its ability to alter profoundly the communica
tions and transformation of all sorts of informa
tion .. It is the la~ter caracity that has been so
useful to the humanlst ..••

It is the educator's purpose to profoundly alter

co~nunication and transform all sorts of information. How-

evert the use of the computer in the K-12 instructional

setting was extremely sluggish in development. It was not

until the launching of Sputnik in the mid-fifties and the

development of the alphabet soup curricula (BSCS -

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, SMSG - School

l\1athematics Study Group I etc.) that one accounts for the

growth of the computer as a functional teaching tool in the

K-12 system. John I. Goodlad and associates described this

development in The Changing School Curriculum. Not only

was there a reform in the school curriculum content, but also

2the structure of the school was undergoing vast changes.

"Teachers must now diagnose each student, determine the best

possible class p.l a cernene and subsequently relate student

abilities and programs in a productive pattern.,,3 Suddenly

IGoldstine, p. 32.

2J oh n I. Goodlad and others,
Curriculum (New Yo Fund for the
1966) •

1
ation,

3Goodlad and r s , p. 7.
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there was an urgent need for new student information not

days or weeks later, but immediately at the time and place

of decision-making affecting the student.

Goodlad, O'Toole and Tyler explored the dual need

for computer assistance in the schools, for curricular

relevance and student information in Computers and Informa-

tion Systems in Education:

Prior to 1961, there were no professional associa
tions p r i.mar i.Ly concerned with the special problems
of educational data processing. In November of
1961, a small group of educational data processing
specialists in California ... held a trial statewide
convention ... of more than one hundred and thirty
people ... Rence the California Educational Data
Processing Association was formally founded in the
spring of 1962. It was the first such association
in the nation. The Council of Chief State School
Officers established a Commission on Educational
Data Systems in 1963 for information processing
purposes. In 1958 only thirteen states
advanta of Title X federal funds s t.a t.i s t; al
mach s ... a large number of states to
take advantage of opportunities r EDP
programs for instruction under Tit V of the
Elementary and Secondary Education ~ct of 1965. 1

At least three educational r ements made computer

assisted truction/computer managed instruction (CAI/eMI)

inevitable: (a) the trend to indivi lize instruction,

(b) the of in rmation to be acquired, and (c) the

shorta <)1." qualif teachers in the early sixties.

In 1965, R. W. Gerard, Dean of Graduate Studies,

lad and others,
ation (New York:

~,--:~:~-_~o:~;~~-,--"--~--o-,~.:::...=

rnmr'''~ers and Informa-
rcourt,
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University of Ca.lifornia at Irvine, j Ls t.ed these benefits

CAl would bring to the student:

(II better and faster learning since the student
can spend his time lea.rning at his convenience,
go at his own pace, and c a t.ch up missed time; (2)
better teachinq at many levels and in many areas~

(3} personaliz~d tutoring~ (4) automatic measure-
ment of progress; and (5) the opportunity to work
with vastly richer materials and more sophisticated
problems. For the teacher, the system would
(1) take away a great deal of drudgery and repeti
tion; (2) allow the teacher to be updated effec
tively; (3) encourage frequent changes in the
actual material used; and (4) make mor~ time
available for teacher-student contact. 1

Gerard saw wider social benefits: (1) the very best

materials could be produced by master teachers, (2) these

materials could be used widely and repeatedly, (3) indi-

vidual modifications in the program could be made almost at

will, (4) the great information systems could be tapped

freely, and (5) the desperate shortage of teachers could be

relieved. Gerard also called attention to the usefulness

of CAl as a research tool in education. 2

In 1965, Bolt described the potential of computer-

assisted instruction. He noted that education was being

extended by industry and commerce, and that a system which

accommodates both computer-assisted instruction and

lH. W. Gerard, "computers and Education" (lecture
delivered at Fall Joint Computer Conference of
American Federation of Information Processing Societ s,
Irvine Cali ia, December, 1965), blished in Ralph W.
Gerard, ed., and ucation (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book , p. x .

2Gerard, p. 9.
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educational management could evolve into an information

environment of extra-ordinary power. This environment

would be made up of the computer-based systems and their

peripherals together w i.t.h all necessary educational informa-

tion. This informational environment could foster the

achievement of quality throughout the expanding and dif

fusing educational endeavor. l

Gentile concluded in a 1967 review of the first

generation of CAr systems by listing three residual problems:

(11 technical--the technology of the computer and input-

output devices, (2) semantic--the problem of writing in-

structional programs, and (3) effectiveness--the problem

of learning and the effectiveness of learning. Gentile

predicted that the first problem would be easily resolved

by continued ectronic refinements. It was the people and

software difflculties which caused him greatest concern. 2

Gentile's residual problems have remained. As

will demonstrated in later chapters of this study,

educators continue to contend with rapid changes in hardware,

inadequate so and unknown factors in using computers

I
Robert H. Bol t, "An Overview of the Potential of

Computer Assist Instruct "(paper presented at the F st
International Con renee and E ibit on the Impact of E
cation Technology, rican Management Association, Ju
1965) •

2J • R. Genti
Systems Evaluation

<2\,', XV ( ring, 1967),
,--~

First Generation of CAl
Rev " A.V. Corrmmnicat
c: 1J...L_ ..

s
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to effectively cause an increase in learning.

According to Molner et a1., between the late 1950's

and 1965 an estimated $13.3 million had been provided by

the federal government for over one hundred research re-

lated projects dealing with educational uses of computers;

6Dpercent of those projects were still active in 1966.

Most of the projects were funded t.h rouqh the cooperative

Research Act (amended by Title IV of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965), Title VII of the National

Defense Education Act and the Vocational Education Act of

1963. 1 Training of teachers for the technical, instruc-

tional design, and personal ramifications of integrating

the computer into the curriculum was then as it is now the

critical factor of computer use in education. This study

was concerned with those critical factors in microcomputer

use.

By the 1960's many local districts were pilot

testing ir own instructional applications of the com-

puter. In September, 1966, the School District of

Philadelphia took its first steps in CAl at seven schools.

A comprehensive Electronic Data Processing (EDP) system in

the School District of Ph lphia envisioned computer

. )

1
Alex Molner and others, "Support of Educational

e r s " O'\Tashington, D.C.: Bureau of Re s ea r ch
Office of Education, De of Heal

vJe I s t; 10, 1967).

Uses of
Study, U.s.
Education
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usage in the following areas: CAl, counseling and testing,

basic skills development, vocational education, scheduling;

and facilities.

Computers were used to assist in the teaching of

biology and reading in two Philadelphia senior high schools

(Germantown and Overbrook) and in two junior high schools

(Roosevelt and Wanamaker). The effort, involving 464 stu-

dents, was referred to as Project GROW, an acronym derived

from the names of the four schools in the program. l The

Project GROW system was built around a central computer corn-

p Lex devised by Philco-Ford. There ~lere eight terminals in

each of the four schools. The thirty-two terminals accepted

student responses by a sixty-five-character teletype key-

board.

The twenty teachers in the four schools Lrivo Lve d

with Project GROW attended a one-week orientation program

in the summer of 1967 in order to become acquainted with

CAl, r ev.i.ew course material, become familiar with hardware,

and plan their participation in the program. School d

trict personnel prepared the curriculum materials, utiliz

the services of learning-theory specialists, psychologists,

and experts the f ld of CAl. A long-r research

I "'rhe Computer and ional Pro ss in the
School District of il rview arid SUW-lllGl.L
(r rt ofass Foundation. Santa B
California, conta eel. in a publi p let through t
Phila 1 lie Schools, 1967).
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design was developed to help determine how CAl wa.s to be

used most effectively as part of the total educational

1process.

The appropriate training of teachers in the use of

the computer was identified in Project GROW as a critical

factor in adopting the computer into the educational pro-

cess. So, too, teacher instructional and technical training

regarding the use of the microcomputer remains a key factor

to the integration of the innovation into the school opera-

tion. A later chapter of this study will chart what tra ing

needs current users identify as important to them.

Project LOCAL (Laboratory Program for Computer-

Assisted Learning), successor to the Massachusetts Board of

Education Project H2l2, was initiated in July, 1967, to

improve secondary school instruction by use of the computer

as a teaching aid. 2 It placed teletypes connected to a

time-shared computer at Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.,

Cambrid , in each of the member school systems: tAJestwood,

Lexington, Natick, Needham, and private secondary schools,

1 "Computer
the Div ion of
Philadelphia,

Education 1967-1968" (report o r e oa r ed by
tional Systems, School Distr of

t, 1967).

2nLaboratory Program for Computer-Assisted Learninq-
Phase II" (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Ne1far~,
U.S. Office of Education, ESEA - Title III grant alation
submitted Town of Westwood, Massachusetts, De r 29,
1967).
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to teach computer programming to children and adults, and

to instruct mathematics and science teachers in the use of

the comput.e r , At the end of the third year the program

accommodated more than 4,500 students per year. The pro

ject pilot-tested CAr software and various instructional

modes of software including simulation, drill and practice

and tutorial methods.

A digital computer was used as an aid in teaching

via the problem-solving or algorithm method, as a tool for

creating simulated and interactive learning situations, and

as a vehicle for administering prograwmed instruction" This

study has identified what instructional approaches micro

computer users use today. The use of the micro for teaching

programming, just as with Project LOCAL is accompanied by

using the technology as an academic content teach g tool.

Not all school districts were concerned solely with

the system's lie ons. The Board of Cooperative Educa-

tional Services (BOCES) of Westchester County, New York,

developed and evaluated computer assisted economics games

as a method of individualizing instruction for sixth-grade

students. Three games were developed: the Sumerian game,

the S rra Leone , and the Free Enterprise game, all of

which gave students simulated experience with economic

problems. Subsequently r in an effort to determine h ow e ffec

tive the simulated environment method could be in provid

ind ualiz truction in other SUbjects, te rs from
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art,
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1
U'UiJJ"C ~

an itial regional

distribution. It will be

t1.1is that Im",a t s area education agenc con-

to bc:;acher train aspects

microcomputer useage.

Charles Darby and others in :!T:!h~.e'=...~~~~~~~.J?~:£!~~y

Schools in 1972 zed the growth of CAT as fo1
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Varying degrees of importance were aced on the use of

computer in education by state departments of education.

Prompted by a strong computer industry, the State of

Evaluation of
for the Sixth Grade-

York: Board of
1967) .

1 '" h d uc t.iRoger Wlng, T e Pro uctlon
Three Computer-Based Economics s
Final Report II (1fiIJes tches ter County,
Cooperat Educational ServicGs, June,

2Cha r s A. Darby, Jr.,
Schools:

72) ,
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Minnesota through a tax supported agency called the

Minnesota Educational Computer Consortia embarked on an

effort to provide computer related services (instructional)

to the vast majority of the secondary students in the

state. Of significant importance was I~CC's emphasis on

teacher training and software development. By 1977, at

least 93 percent of the high school students in Minnesota

had access to computer-assisted instruction. 1 l'ffiCC I S mis-

sion included hardware operations, communications, software

development and evaluation and a strong network of imple-

mentation specialists to assist local district educators in

using the resources that MECC could provide. This study was

concerned with the support services available to micro

users--the same type of support services Minnesota educators

have had since the mid-1970's.

The Spring issue of the AEDS Journal carried an

artie David Thomas of the University of Iowa entitled

"The Effectiveness of Computer-Assisted Instruction--

Secondary Schools." It was one of the most comprehensive

stud s on the topic.

Thomas concluded:

Using a study of stud method,

The studies reviewed paint a positive picture
for computer-assisted instruct In past years
proponents d to see great achievement gains
for CAT courses, spoke of low costs h
retent , and did not mention time at all. Today,

1" The t.e r SOL: i:y r" T
ry 20, 197 8) , 4 4 - 59 •
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CAl as a medium has "settled down. U Achievement
gains over other more traditional methods are
the norm, but. mere equivalence with very good in
struction is also attained. Retention is equal to
that obt.a i.ried in t:r:aditional struction. The
technology fosters generally favorable attitudes
toward computers and often t.owa r d the subject
being taught. Perhaps the most valu Ie finding
in the long run is that many CAl students gain
mastery status in a shortened period of time.
Finally, CAl cost appears to be approaching that
of conventional instruction, but until standardiza
tion of cost algorithms occurs, comparisons are
tentative. Given this data on the use of CAl,
perhaps the most telling picture may be provided
by Hunter, Ka s t.rre r , Rubin, and Seidel (1975), who
predicted that adoption of CAl by the majority of
secondary schools will occur during the 1980's.1

In summary, the development of the instructional

applications of the oornput.er have progressed slowly compared

to other disciplines. In education as in other app1ica-

tions, the critical factors in computer useage were not

hardware, but software development and people-training to

use the computing capacity lly. Federal projects provided

model educational computing centers; however, the lack of

a system of support services for hardware use prevented the

widespread application of the computer as an instructional

tool. The continued need for properly trained computer

users and appropriate software will be documented in later

sections of this study, as perennial problems involved

in integrating the use of the computer in the curriculum.

Inavid B.
Assis Instruct
XII, No.3 (S i

s, II Ef ti veness of Computer-
--Secondary Schools, II ~EDSJournal_,

1979), Ill.
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Instruct.ion .~.nd .!-_he Computer in Iowa

The Iowa Plan for the Use of the Computer for Educa-

tion states:

A review of the development and use of the com-
puter in educat.ion Iowa shows accomplishments
and problems, many of which parallel national trends.
Iowa was one of the several states in the early
sixties that was focusin¥ on a systematized informa
tion flow for education.

As computer centers were established to provide

these growing administrative services, various operation,

research and resource groups also came into being. Iowa

legislators became increasingly aware of this computer-

related education activity and were concerned with the un-

scheduled growth and concentration of computers in certain

sections of the state. At the same time, other school sys-

terns had little or no access to computer services. The

likelihood of ive duplication of effort and uneven

distribution of services and the resulting drain on publ

funds called for action.

Many Iowa students, teachers and administrators
have been nied benefits of computer ser-
vices r several reasons: (a) computer potential
has not been planned and coordinated for maximum
benefits; (b) little has been accomplis toward
st izing computer utilization so p r ocr ams
veloped by one center can be us by another; (c)
computer accessibility es greatly in the state;
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(d) cost for large-scale administrative or instruc
tional applications is prohibitive except on a wide
tax base; (e) many technicians and educators wi.t.h
technical skills are needed to operate andluse such
systemsi and (f) lack of proper financing.

Many of these problems have been resolved by the

widespread distribution of the microcomputer. As will be

demonstrated in later sections of this sst.udy , user training

and technical support remain critical factors in the educa-

tional use of the computer in Iowa.

Section 257.10 of the Iowa Code (1971) added sub

2
section 14 by legislative amendment in February, 1972.

This subsection defined the intent of the law. It created

a five-member committee to serve as the State AdvLs ory

Conunittee on Educational Data Processing to advise the

State Board of Public Instruction in improving, coordinat.ing

and supervising the use of educational data processing com-

puters Iowa school systems.

The cornmi t tl..":C
practice and
plan for the use
cornp o t.e r s .i n
proli ation of

11 inventory current
recommend a statewide

of electronic data processing
r to prevent the unnecessarv
computers. 3 ~

By February, 1973, the State Advisory Committee and

Use of the r

2~.S.9~le, Section 257.10, Subsection 14 (1972).

the State,.; Use of r
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the Iowa Department of Public Instruction sent an Ini!iaI

1
~port to the Iowa General Aa s ernbLy, The report inventory

showed that nine computer centers were located in local

school districts, joint county school systems, and Merged

Area School Corporations. Budgeted items for staff,

equipment., and miscellaneous expenditures for the nine

centers totaled over two million dollars with a previous

capital investment of about two and three-quarter million

dollars. There were additional computers at the state

un Lve r s i ti.es , but those were not under the jurisdiction of

the State Board.

'l'he vast majority of the computer center operations

in Iowa were for administrative functions. The initial re~

port also explained the need for a State'\vide Plan:

The State of Iowa needs a long-range plan for in
VOlving Iowa citizens in the development of a
statewide system of making the combined computer
power of all educat nal institutions available
to every student, teacher, administrator, and
poli maker (at school board director level
as well as for the members of the General Assembly).

A less obvious need is to better utilize
potential of computer nol09Y for individual-
izing instruction for students.

r applicat of technology to the
a third is that of
(1) develop and rate the
to be run on a computer;

, and service the computer as

For t.he
educational
preparinq peop
instructional
(2) build, mainta

lrowa Plan
for Educ

Statewi Use of the r
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a machine; and l3) operate and control the entire
system, its input and output. l

On September 29, 1975, the Iowa state Advisory Com-

mittee on Educational Data Processing, chaired by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, reviewed procedures

for developing and writing a statewide plan. Following the

meeting, an ad hoc task force was formed composed of Iowa

education administrators and computer specialists. The

task force was charged with proposing a plan outlining a

structure to coordinate the statewide development and use

of electronic computers for education services in Iowa.

Concurrently with the changes in Section 273 of the

Iowa Code dealing with the structure for delivery of educa-

tional services, changes were made in the Iowa Administra-

tive Code. A new chapter, Chapter 55, was added to imple-

ment the authority of the State Board of Public Instruction

to improve, coordinate, and supervise the use of the com-

puter in ucation in Iowa (K through 14). The rules be

came effective January 19, 1976. 2

Of s eial importance to this study was the legal

definition of Ifinstruetional application" provided by

Chapter 55.

1 Iowa Plan
for Edued t p.

de Use of the r
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55.3(2)* Hln.structional application H shall mean
computer-based services which provide for use of
the computer for tructional purposes in each
particular educational unit in the state. These
services may include, but are not to be limited
to the following:
A. Computer-assisted instruction
B. Computer-managed instruction
c. Problem solving
D. Programming
E. Career and vocational education

A review of Title III and later Title IV-C records

at L~e Iowa Department of Public Instruction revealed

funding for two instructional computer centers in Iowa:

Mason City Community Schools and Luther College Consortia.
l

Some "programming" instructional services were

being provided by joint county school system computer cen-

ters in the late sixties notably from the centers located

in Polk, Linn and Scott Counties. Most Iowa high schools

wi th microcomputers are now ab to offer pr-oqr arnrni.nq

courses. This study was concerned with the support needs

that local district micro users perceived. Computer re-

lated services were no longer restricted to a few local

schoolS in the state. The vast majority of Iowa's K-12

systems offe some level of computer related instruction

to their students.

Tit III Evaluation

Hason City Community Schools noted some 600 CAl programs

llowa Department of Public Instruction, Curriculum
and Instruction Division, Tit III!'1'itle IV Off:ice, F al
Reports 1960-1975, Gr s State Office Building, Des Moines,
Iowa, 50319.
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available to 3-12 srrade at.uderi t.s via twenty-six interactive

t . ·1 1.erm1na s. A Title IV-C Evaluation Repor~ (1976-1977)

notes considerable effort toward the development of

computer-managed instructional services using t.est item

banking, test scoring 2na analvsis services with pilot

teachers in the d~G~ric~.

The 1977:md 1918 Z\nnual Program Plans submitted by

the newly formed Area Ed~cation Agencies included a specific

chapter on computer services to be provided local school

districts. 2 At least five AEAs projected CAI/CMI services

to their constituents (especially using CrSI-Career

Information System of Iowa) in center-based operations or

through mobile computer terminals tied to the Department of

Public Instruction's Hewlitt-Packard computer.

About 40 rcent of the lac school dis tricts In

the state provided some level of interactive computer-

related instruction. Projections for expansion of these

services, cent.ai in the annual reports of the area educa-

tien ies, showed that the new regional agencies were

planning consi able activity in computer services. The

IIlMason City Community School District Evaluation
Report of CA'l'C" (unpubli report by Charles Ruebl g,
submitted to the Iowa Department of Public Instruction,
Title III Office, 1973 and 1976).

'J
~Annual P

fifteen Area Education
ment of Public Instruct
Processlng Service, Dean

Plans 1977, 1978, submitted
nc s of Iowa to the Iowa

n, Director of Statewide
C r.

by
D

a
art-
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computer centers located at Mason City Schools and at

Luther Col ge were radically reorganized to include govern-

ance in part or in full by the AEA. AEA activity in com-

puter applications was prompted by needs studies of local

school districts in each AEA. Local schools wanted instruc-

tional and administrative computer services at a reasonable

cost. Such services were ideally suited to regional govern-

ance and administration.

Subsequent to the governance redesign, the centers

began expanding services to all local school districts in

Areas 1 and 2 which had not had access to regular full-time

on-line service. Mainframe equipment and comrnunication

acquisitions of A-EAs 1, 2, 5 i 10 r 12 and 15 were planned for

center-based CAI/C.r-U functions. Maj.or efforts at expanding

administrative services across the state, wh i.Le poli tically

caustic, did foster growth in the CAl applications.

In 1979-1980 422 microcomputers were reported to be

in use in the state. l The failure of many local school dis-

tricts to seek state board approval to purchase microcom~

puters and also the failure of many local districts to

report their micro purchases formally to their area educa-

tion agency made these statistics unrealistically low. The

five-year projections contained in the AEA's annual reports

1. 1Te_
mont of P lie
Processing So

interv wi Dean Crocker f Depart--
Instruction, Director of Statewide Data

c e s , er 13, 1981. Permission to c.
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reflected a growing interest in and acceptance of the micro

computer. Micros were to be used in lieu of or in addition

to the existing c errt.e r-sbas ed services provided by the AEA

service/delivery centers. Increases in telephone line

costs 1 increases in rental of com.munication devices (multi

plexers) and the rising costs of well-trained personnel

seemed to be forcing some AEAs and local districts to seek

alternative means of providing computer related instruc

tional capacity to their students. The microcomputer

appeared to be the answer.

In summary, school systems in Iowa have had very

limited access computers for instructional applications. A

statewide plan developed in the early 1970's was more con

cerned with preventing the proliferation of equipment than

in providing Iowa students the opportunity to use the

computer as an instructional tool. Computer-assisted

instruction/computer-managed instruction capacity was pro

vided to relatively few Iowa students in the period from

1960-1970 through federal grants and through the larger

joint-county school agenc The development of fifteen

well-financed area education agencies whose major goal was

to provide equalized educational opportunities to all Iowa

students ardless of geographical location prompted a

renewed interest in CAI/eMI services in the mid to late

1970 1s. cher training and software for these services

was better provided by the broader based regional agencies
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than was possible through the previous local district

efforts.

While the cost of hardware was falling, the cost of

telephone co~nuDications and trained staff increased sub-

stantially in the period from 1975-1979 causing many

center-based computer services in Iowa to re-examine their

service delivery systems. The advent of the micro provided

a clear alternative. Educators who desired instructional

computing services could receive them without political

harassment by purchasing a microcomputer.

This period did provide a clear mandate from Iowa

educators that services for computer literacy as well as

for instructional and administrative applications had a

priority for both regional and state level agencies. The

statewide plan identified that people-training and software

development, acquisition and maintenance were critical fac-

tors that would need resolution before Iowa educators could

use the full capacity of the technology available.

The Mic r in Education

Time Magazine I S February 20, 1978, cover story .i.nt.ro-:

duced millions of people to the microprocessor and the micro-

computer. The role of the microcomputer in education was

8ummarized in the article by California author Robert

Albrecht:

In schools, computers will be more oornmon than
carousel slide projectors, movie projectors and
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tape recorders. They'll be used from the moment
schools open, through recess, through lunch
period, and on as far into the d~y as the prin
cipal will keep the school open.

Larry R. Smith in "Microcomputers in Education, It an article

published in !!onito£ magazine (November, 1979), traced the

development of the microprocessor chip. Growing from the

initial Intel Corporation 4004 computer on a chip in 1971

with the capacity of only 46 instructions, the chip's capacity

quickly doubled and then doubled again within a span of fif-

teen months. The Intel 8008 (used in the first Apple and

TRS-80 Microcomputers) microprocessor continued to grow in

functional utility and sophistication. More recent develop-

ments by Zilog, Inc. (Z-80 chip) and the Motorola MC6800

have expanded the byte capacity and instructional load of

the initial Intel 4004 many times. 2

It was not until January 1975 when Popular

Elect.ronies pub I ished an article that the microcomputer

became a household reality. With a headline "The Most

Powerful Minicomputer Project Ever Presented--Can Be Built

for Und~r $400," the authors offered a build-it-yourself-

kit using the Intel 8008 chip as the heart of the system.

The authors hoped to sell several thousand kits over a

lllThe Computer Society," p. 47.

2 Larry R. Smith, ll]\1icrocomputers in Education,"
Monitor zine, November 1979, PP. 18-21.
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three-year period. The first month's orders tallied over

three thousand and the demand grew. Indeed, the MITS Com-

pany in making its initial offer of the Altair 8800 began

the microcomputer business. The price of the Altair's

8008 chip was just under $450 in January 1975. In less

than three years, the price fell to under $10. 1

The relatively low cost and portability of the micro-

computer made it well suited to educational applications.

As documented in later sections of this study, one of the

most used rationale in securing a micro for IOtA/a's schools

was the ability to move the machine from classroom to class-

room. Of course, the cost was very attractive also. Many

Iowa schools purchased their own micro system for less than

the annual cost of having a terminal tied to a center-based

system.

"Cost reductions resulting in advancements made in

the microprocessing technology have put CAl hardware within

B1C reach of the public school budget. In addition, ad-

vancements in courseware development have made it possible

for children to make significant gains in basic skills by

using CAl," wrote Don Marston in a report prepared by the

California State Department of Education in 1977 entitled

"The Uses of Computer Assisted Instruction in California

Ie: 'th~ml •. r p. 20.
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Public Schools: Computers for Learning. 1I 1

John F. Huntington in Educa'tional Technology (May,

1979), published an exhaustive article, !'r-iicrocomputers and

Computer Assisted Instruction" wh i ch provided a review of

exist:ing microcomputer hardware options. The article was

a consumer's guide for shopping in the micro industry.2

Iowa edu.cators as elsewhere in the country were in the mar-

ket for micros.

The October, 1979, edition of Education~l Technology

was a special issue dealing with microcomputers in educa-

tion. It contained a IIGlossary of Terms Useful in Dealing

with Microcomputers ll (the definitions in Chapter 1 of this

study are taken largely from this work). The glossary was

compiled by Charles H. Douglas and John S. Edwards. 3 This

II fi.r s t," ef at providing educators with meaningful and

understandable definitions of otherwise technical terms was

reprinted widely. Training of educators was the essence of

this study. A common vocabulary was and is basic to the

training effort.

In the same sue, Charles L. Blaschke addressed the

loon Marston Grimes, liThe Uses of Computer Assisted
Instruction in California Public Schools: Computers for
Learn •• (8 cial report prepared by the Cali rnia State
Department of cation, Educational Technology Unit, 1977).

2. 34Huntlngton, p. '.

3Douglas and Edwards, p. 57.
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problem of software~ In IIMicrocomputers Software Develop-

ment for the Schools: vlhat ,Who, How? II Blaschke expressed

his frustration with what he considered the ~bottleneckll in

the effective use of the micro in education--software

1deve.Lopment., Wri ting quality software for instruction was

time con suru i.nq and requires both educational expertise and

programming knowledge. Software prepared for one brand of

hardware would not operate on any other brand of equipment.

According to Blaschke, for every ten minutes of quality in-

structional software, at least ten hours of professional

development has been invested. Because no one brand of

microcomputer equipment had surfaced as a leader, cOIT@ercial

producers, especially textbook companies, were hesitant to

risk substantial investment in software development. Hence$

micro users were required to produce their own software or

establish software exchange groups in order to broaden their

micro software libraries. The lack of an effective market-

ing and distribution system further disrupted the flow of

quality software to schools. Blaschke noted that some

regional s ce agencies (AEA) had initiated software de-

velopment and distribution on a small scale. He encouraged

that activity. This study sought Iowa user information re-

garding software needs, including development and distribu-

tion.

1
Charles L. Blaschke, "Microcomputer Software Develop-·

ment for Schools: IAJhat, \:vho, How?" Educational Te
XIX, No. 10 (Oct r, 1979), 2 29.
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"Educational institutions generally are not actively

planning a progranunatic approach to microcomputers. In-

stead, there appears to be a 'hit and miss' approach to this

new technology. II with this s t atieme nt; r Laurel Dickinson and

William Pritchard introduced "Microcomputers and Education:

Planning for the Coming Revolution in the Classroom ll con

Itained in the same issue of Educational Technology. The

authors contended that this first generation of micros will

spawn even more, more powerful learning machines which will,

to some degree, replace educators for purely economic

reasons. Dickinson and Pritchard pleaded for sound reasoning

and planning in adopting micros in a school setting. They

reminded readers that hardware was the least expensive

aspect of a computer operation, with teacher training and

software the essential factors in making the machines work

for learning. This study was designed to seek the per-

ceived needs of Iowa micro users. Dickinson and Pritchard

cited studies in the state of Florida which outlined the

gaps between teacher training and proper utilization of the

technology.

The entire October, 1979, edition of The Prac ..

tioner provided school administrators with microcomputer

information. IIMost secondary schools are likely to own at

least one microcumputer within the next few years,n predict.ed

1

-'-Dickerson and PritcLard, p. 5.
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The article proceeded to define a micro, gave

consumer "tips and reviewed appLi.c ati i.on s from CAI/eMI to

attendance accounting. A comprehensive list of users groups

and organizations was also provided, along with specific

model sites "INhere technology was being applied. The edition

concluded:

Should a school have microcomputers? The authors
believe the answer is "yes II for at least t.wo
reasons: (1) the potential for the use of com
puters in various aspects of education is now
greater than ever with the microcomputer revolu-
tion and (2) educators must accept some responsi
bility to acquaint students and parents with the
critical need for computer literacy in our contempor
ary world. Proliferation of microcomputers (and
larger computers) will continue. Andrew Roman
estimates that "by year-end 500,000 home-type
computers will be in Offices, laboratories, and
classrooms." According to Richard Fowkes,
industry sources predict that the education field
alone will spend in excess of $400 million on
microcomputer hardware and $200 million on soft-
ware programs. Educators should not ignore the
implications of the microcomputer revolution.
Andrew Molnar of the National Science Foundation
sees computer literacy as the next crisis in
American education. Only a few years ago most
educators felt that role of computers in edu-
cation would be defined sometime in the future .
. crocoTPuters have changed all that--the future
18 now.

The editor of Educational Technology (November,

1979) I in the "Technically Speaking" column, reflected on

the people a ts of the micros in education:

One does not on computers without first
engag in critical thinki about the possible
long-term effects of such a move. One does not
buy h re without first think 9 of software
availabili , and problems of scheduling, and

lMilner and lIa an, p. 12.
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questions of teacher retraining, and student
evaluation, and guidance and counseling implica
tions and teacher union problems, and fiscal
accounting, etc.

What is being said here is that the initial cost
of a microcomputer, while so small as to be
trifling--in some instances, less than the cost
of one week's salary for one teacher to buy a
complete system which can last for many years-
the fact is that hardware cost is but a mere
fraction of the total real cost of moving into
computers. Let us not fool ourselves about this.
Software costs must be higher than the original
hardware costs, if anyone is to get anything out
of the hardware. And then we have the numerous
other ancillary costs, as implied above. l

Indeed, this study was aimed at identifying what teachers

perceived as the critical factors in using micros as effec-

tive teaching tools.

The Association of Educational Data Systems, Fall

1979, AEDS Journal, included an article by Earl Keyser,

CAl consultant with Northern Trails Area Education Agency

in Clear Lake, Iowa, entitled liThe Integration of Micro-

computers into the C Ssroom or Now that I've Got it, What

Integration of the microcomputer to the class
room is, or will soon become, a major problem
for many rs. Having had little or no input
into the selection of the microcomputer, teachers
will be forced to deal with the device in an in
structional setting. This paper attempts to pro
vide a few examples of the microcomputer in the
classroom, emphasizing the advantages of the small
machine. The paper further notes the availability
of tools to create instructional materials on the

lLawrence Lipsitz, "Technically Speaking," Educa
tional 'rec~hnol ,XIX, No. 11 (November I 1979) r 7.
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microcomputer, such as author language, PILOT.
It is noted that the principle lim~tation of 1
microcomputers is the imagination of the user.

The 1980 national convention of the Association of Educa-

tional Data Systems held in St. Louis r Missouri, saw many

presentations on the impact of the micro on education. Of

the forty-five papers contained in the convention proceed-

ings, over half concerned the use of the micro. Willis

Jokela of the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortia

no·ted in "Microcomputers in the Elementary School: What

Experience has Taught Us So Far" the importance of teacher-

user preparation and training. ~illCC used a building coor-

dinator who then provided on-site training to other educa-

tors in a given school building. Outside consultant ser-

vices were available for additional training upon call.

Unlike the secondary counterparts, elementary teachers seem

to have both greater anxiety prior to use of the machine

and also greater flexibility after the anxiety had been

2conquered.

Gerald T. Gleason, in "Microcomputer in Education:

The State of the Art," published in the March, 1981, issue

of ~cati~nal TechnolOgy, recounted a nine-month sabbaticaL

lEarl L. Keyser I "The Integration of 1v1icrocornputers
in the Classroom or Now That I've Got It, What Do I Do With
It?" AEDS Jou:r.nal, XIII, No.1 (Fall, 1979), 113.

2Willis Jo la, "Microcomputers in the Elementary
School: Hhat Ex r cehas fraught us so Far" (pa r
sented to the AEDS National Convention, St. Louis, Missouri.
April 13-16, 1980).
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as he surveyed in person the micro in K-12 schools and

teacher preparation institutions. Gleason cited the lack

of teacher preparation, poor software with poor documenta-

tion and a general lack of computer literacy within the

school community from the teacher education institutions

to the local school administration to the teacher-user as

the major obstacles to improved integration of the micro

as a significant teaching tool. Gleason was optimistic on

improved hardware capacity in the future. He was hopeful

that additional support services and teacher training at the

pre-service and in-service levels would help make the

transition of the microcomputer as a real educational

. . 1lnnovatlon.

Perhaps the most farsighted expert on the learning

potentials of the micro is Seymour Papert. He suggested in

Mindstorms that the act of programming micro may be the

process in which students can become more active and self-

directed in the learning process. Students progressing

through a simplified programming language (Logo) were

identified as one method of increasing formal thinking

patterns at a younger age. Such formal thinking is a goal

of Piagetian philosophers. He was critical of educators who

would regulate the use of the micro as a tool for content

instruction, when in

1 Gleason, p. '7.

ct it might be used as the substance
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gested that the micro is more than a tool for content, it

is the very content ~tself. This potential exists, Papert

believes if the standard use of BASIC language--a language

of tradition--could be replaced by LOGO. When such a change

in programming language and people's perspective is

achieved, the "old mix" of traditional instructional methods

with new technologies will give way to a radical change in

education itself. That change would be toward a more inward,

private act of self-education, producing creativ~ty and

d d · . . 1expane arnaq t.na t.Lon ,

Much of the literature suggested that the present

microcomputers are but a beginning in a new and exciting

hardware development age. The Dallas 1Vlorning News, on

May 3, 1981, reported extensively on Scott Instruments

Corporation research in the development of a peri.pheral

device c led speech recognition. The new device would allow

computers to hear and react to the spoken word.

2was expected to be on the market in early 1982.

The device

Micros in education are likely to increase in the

coming years. Their impact is yet to be measured. By

ISeymour Papert, Mindstorms: Children Computers and
Power 1 Ideas (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1980)._.--_.......~--_.._~-=~---............-.......... ,

2J 'oh n Kirkpatrick, "Tiny Denton Firm Dazzles
The Dallas Mornin News, May 3, 1981, Section H, p. 1.
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documenting what the perceived needs of the first genera-

tion of users are and have been, the next generation of

teachers may be more prepared to use the micros effectively.

So, too, pre-service institutions may address the identi-

fied needs prior to placing teachers into local schools.

This study has documented those needs.

In summary, the short six-year history of the micro-

computer has had a considerable impact on education in the

United states. Because of their relative low cost, porta-

bility and capacity to be dedicated to an instructional

function, micros became a common feature of many K-12

school systems. Educators predict that in a few years

every high school in the country will have at least one

micro. With these predictions came advice that teacher

training and software must be provided if schools were to

gain optimal advantages from the technology. The essence of

this study wa s to document the training needs of current

users as well as their support service needs--the factors

beyond hardware that allow the micro to be used as an effec-

tive teaching/computer literacy tool. The rst generation

of micro hardware and microcomputers in schools is just now

in business. The following generations are yet to come.

The Mi

The first instruction

an Instructional
owa

microcomputer probab was

used in an Iowa classroom in the fall of 1976 according to
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Earl Keys e r, formerly CAl consultant wi-th Northern Trails

1Area Education Agency. Instructional computing consultants

from Iowa's Area Education Agencies, did not formally meet

as a group until the fall of 1977. The first such meeting

of support service providers was called by this author in

2Oct.ober, 1978. Sixteen persons from institutes of higher

education, area education agencies and local schools met on

the campus of North Iowa Area Community College as the

que s t.s of Northern Trails Area Education Agency and the

Area Two Educational Computer Center. The purpose of the

meeting was to establish an informal sharing network among

the instructional service providers of the state. villile

microcomputers were discussed briefly at the first meeting,

center-based support services were the major agenda items.

Quarterly meetings of the group increased the number of

persons in attendance and the amount of time dedicated to

the discussion of micros. 3

By October, 1979, the instructional computing group

began discussing the need for a software clearinghouse

lEarl L. Keyser, unpublished report to Dale Jensen,
No.rt.he r n Trails Area Education Agency, December, 1978.

2r.etter from Dennis Schrag, Director, Educational
Services, Northern Trails Area Education Agency, October 4,
1978.

3 ' . 1Mlnutes of Council for Instructlona Computing in
Iowa, Oct.ober, 1977 t.h ro uqh December, 1980.
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micros, the need to standardize equipment and methods of

software documentation. Informal software exchanges among

members of the group began, who in turn distributed this

software to local users. The need for a formal software

clearinghouse grew increasingly attractive.

On November 1, 1979, Dale Nimrod, Director of the

Area.One Computer Center sent a letter to Dr. Robert Benton,

Iowa state Superintendent of PUblic Instruction, on behalf

of the instructional computer consultants. The letter asked

Dr. Benton to initiate discussions with the Minnesota State

Superintendent to gain access to Apple Computer software

developed by MECC. With such an agreement It •••we could start

our clearinghouse with the programs, resources and pUblica~

tions developed in Minnesota. III An agreement was signed

between the Council for Instructional Computing in IO'Vla and

MECC in the fall of 1980. D tribution of the ~mcc software

provided some 200 well-documented instructional programs

2for Iowa Apple comput.er users. The IVlECC software was

jointly financed by local users and the ABA's.

In November of 1979, a telephone survey of AEA's,

conducted by Earl Keyser, Northern Trails Area Education

lr,etter from Dale Nimrod, Director, AEA 1 Instruc
tional Computer Network to Robert Benton, Superint~,.,~,~n

Iowa Department of Pub1 Instruction, November 1, 1979.

21',hnutes of (CI)2 r.1'2et.ing, Decemner 16, 1980.
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rocomputers in Iowa's schools.

Mr. Keyser's information is summarized in a letter dated

November 21, 1979, sent to John Bahum, an Iowa Legislative

Research Assistant. l The survey was made at the request of

the Council for Instructional Computing in Iowa as an

initial step in collecting information on the need of a

statewide microcomputer software clearinghouse.

In February, 1979, the Council for Instructional

2Computing in Iowa (eI) adopted a formal status with a charter

and bylaws. A major goal was to establish legislative sup

port to finance a stat.ewide software clearinghouse. 2

Subsequently, a brochure distributed by (CI)2 and

developed by NTAEA noted that a clearinghouse would provide:

(1) a center for collection and dissemination of existing

computer programs; (2) a source of production for program

documentation: manuals, course guides; instructional

materials; (3) a method for distributing new instructional

programs. A clearinghouse would affect 165,000 school

children and 9,900 teachers in 134 districts using 297

microcomputers.

The brochure reprinted the (CI)2 posit paper:

1Earl L. er, letter to John Bahum, Iowa
Leg lat Research Assistant, November 21, 1979.

2fvjinutes of (CI)2 Neeting; February 4, 1980.
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Students in Iowa classrooms are enthusiastic
about computer assisted instruction. This
errt.hua.i.aern often leads them to work on com
puter related lessons for extended periods of
time, even beyond the school day. What is
learned through such an experience, however,
is dependent upon the quality of the computer
materials u s ed ,

Educators in Iowa are acquiring computer materials
in any way they can: writing programs, ex
changing programs, and purchasing programs. But
individual efforts are often duplicated with
written materials describing the optimal use of
most programs being totally unavailable. Quality
control is non-existent. Teachers are making
valiant efforts to resolve these problems, but
the efforts are as individuals, the results are
haphazard and inefficient.

Documentation of programs by objective and dis
semination of catalogs of documentation is a
prerequisite to efficient, successful use of com
puter materials in an instructional setting. Lack
of this documentat:ion is the largest problem in
obtaining instructional computer programs. The
problem increas~s manyfold with the advent of
microcomputers. 1

Cooperative agreements among Area Education Agencies in the

state helped local districts secure hardware for the best

poss Ie priGe. Noting that Minnesota through MECC estab-

lished a state price for Apple Microcomputers, Northern

Trails Area Educ on Agency through its cooperative pur-

chasing program, sought bids for Apple Microcomputers and

provided the structure for the first statewide purchase

InA Proposed Clearinghouse for Instructional Com-
puting Materials" (brochure distributed by Council for
Instructional Computing in Iowa, February, 1980).
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price. l In the months followings Losses Hills Area Educa-

tion Agency working with the Educational Service Units of

Nebraska, secured prices for Apples and Pets" and dis-

tributed that information statewide. Cooperative purchas-

lng arrangements for hardware continues t.oday ,

The Iowa Deparbnent of Public Instruction Legisla-

tive Request for 1979 included a line item budget requisition

for $134,000. The funds were to be used to contract a state-

wide clearinghouse for instructional microcomputer services.

The request was contained in a larger request for funds for

dmtn Ls t r ar.i "d d i.nat.I 2a lnlstratlve data processlTIg serVlces an coorlnatl0n.

A downward slide in the state's economy, tense political

in-fighting over the administrative services and poor

information documenting the needs of micro users in the

state halted the request. in committee.

Based upon the 1980 Annual Data Processing Program

Plans submitted to the Iowa Department of Public Instruction,

Dean Crocker, Director of Statewide Data Processing Services,

estimated that there were 645 micros in the state dis

tributed among 356 local school districts. 3 Other than the

lRecords of Northern Trails Area Education Agency
Cooperative Purchasing Program, Jenny Klune, Coordinator.

2 ..

Instruction,
slative Requests," Iowa Department of Public

1979.

3Telephone interview th Dean Crocker, Iowa Depart
ment of Pub1 Instruction, Director of Statewide Data
Processing Serves, October 30, 1981.
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cooperative efforts of the Council for Instructional Com

puting in Iowa with one another and with MECC for software

sharing, little coordinated efforts at planning the role

of the micro in Iowa's educational future was in place.

In summary, the use of the micro computer in Iowa's

K-12 school systems has increased at a rapid rate over the

past four years. Area education agency personnel have

worked together to help provide some technical assistance,

cooperative purchasing and software services to micro

users. These services vary from one area to another due to

the size and level of support services available from each

regional agency. Iowa does not have an action plan for

addressing the current needs of micro users in the state.

Other than a hardware count, there was no formal statewide

documentation on what the perceived needs of instructional

micro users are.

It is safe to assume that support services to

address the technical, structional design and personal

needs of instructional users will be the critical factor in

delineating the success of existing computer use within

Iowa schools as well as the expanded use of the computer

within Iowa education. Such documentation is the essence of

this study in subsequent chapters.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

Population

The population of this study consisted of selected

Iowa teachers using the microcomputer for instructional

applications in K-12 settings. In May, 1981, each area

education agency director of educational services was asked

to identify three typical instructional microcomputer users

in their region. No further descriptors were given other

than the words "typical" and "instructional." Educational

services divisions have legal responsibility for reporting

annually to the Iowa Department of Public Instruction the

school districts in their area which own computing equip

ment. Many of the ational services divisions provide

some level of support service to their microcomputer users.

Therefore, educational service directors have first-hand

knowledge of instructional users. On a form provided

(shown in Appendix A), the directors were asked to supply

the name of the teacher-user, the user's school district,

building, address and telephone number, and the name of that

building's principal.

From the initial sample of forty-five "typical"

61
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microcomputer users identified by the directors of educa-

tiona1 services, thirty-seven agreed to participate in the

study and were subsequently interviewed. Eight substitute

users were identified, five of whom were nominated by their

respective area educati.on agency. Because of logistical

problems, the remaining three interviewees were randomly

selected from a composite list of schools in each respec-

tive area. Three users were interviewed from each of the

fifteen areas of the state. The teaching assignments of

those interviewed are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Teaching Assignments of Interviewees

Nurnber of
Interviewees

1
1
1
1

4
1

1

2
21
11

1

Assignment

Second Grade
Third Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth-Eighth Grade Media

Specialist
Sixth-Eighth Grade Math
First-Eighth Learning

Disabilities
High School Vocat nal

Agriculture
High School Business Education
High School Math
High School Science
High School Social Sc nee
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Instruments

A s t.ruc t ur-ed interview was developed borrowing items

from a film-users survey compiled by Dr. Clifford Ehlinger,

Media Director, Grant Wood Area Education Agency, Cedar

Rapids, Lowa , These items were adj us ted so as t.o reflect

microcomputer related instructional design factors. A copy

of the Grant Wood Survey is shown in Appendix B.

Additional items were developed from materials

originating from the Concerns-Based Adoption Model Project

(C-BAf\1) of the University of Texas Educational Research and

Development Center. C-BAM was initiated to aid educational

facilitators responsible for guiding innovations (change)

toward successful implementation and integration into a

school's existing curriculum. The C-BN~ materials were used

as a guide for some items in the structured interview.

C-BAl·1 is a United States Department of Education Validated

project and is contained in the National Diffusion Network.

A copy of the C-B.~ Instrument is shown in Append C.

The interview was divided into six sections: (1)

Demographics, (2) Hardware, (3) Technical Assistance,

(4) Sofbt..'are, (5) Ins tructional Des L , and (6) Personal

Cons idera r.i.o n s . Interview items addressinq the userls

preferred source and mode of support ces were included

with the specific request to identify needs in each of the

sections except demo s .
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A rough draft of the structured interview plan was

reviewed and c r i.t.Lqued by two cornput.e r-e-a.ss Lsted instruction

consul tants from t.wo area education agencies. It was

further reviewed by the mewbers of the researcher's doctoral

committee. A revised interview instrument was pilot tested

with three teachers using both telephone and person-to-person

administration. Pilot testing was used to determine the

length of the interview, clarity of questions, suggestions

and general reactions to the instrument. It was determined

that valid information could be collected using either

telephone or person-to-person administration. The preferred

means of administration was person-to-person because of the

expected length of the interview. In the pilot testing,

teachers interviewed in person appeared to be more relaxed.

These pilot interviewees also provided greater detail to the

open-ended questions. A final draft of the interview plan

was developed incorporating the word changes recommended by

the pilot users.

The letter to the prospective interviewees and the

response format are shown in Appendices D and E respec~

tively. A copy of the structured .i nt.e r v i.ew a.s shown at the

end of this chapter and in Appendix F.

Data Collection

sonal

Each of the forty-f teacher-users was sent a per

tter on October 1, 1981, outlini the nature of the
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study and the nature of the structured interview. The

teachers were asked to return a postage-paid postcard con

taining the prefer'Ted time and day to be contacted by phone

to establish an interview date and time. A copy of the

st.ruc t.u r ed interview instrument was sent so that each

teacher-user in the sample could prepare for the Ln t e r v i.ew .

A carbon copy of the letter was sent to each prospective

interviewee's building principal.

Interview dates were established via telephone.

Interviews were conducted between October 15 and November 4,

1981. Permission to tape record each respondent's comments

was secured at the time of the interview. All interviews

were held in person with the exception of four telephone

interviews held because of logistical conflicts. Respondents

and the identification of their respective school districts

were assured of anonymity.

Data Analysis/Presentation

Responses to the forty-five Ln t.e r v i.ews were compiled

and tallied accord to each of the interview questions.

Within each of the five sections of the interview, central

tendencies were identified. Like responses were tallied

and translat into percentages. In some cases individual

responses were reported when they provided a unique point of

view on a specific sue or stion. Each section of the

interview has been assi d a respective section in the
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following chapter with demoqr aph i.cs and hardware inventory

data combined. Direct quotations from the interviews have

been provided to selected questions or issues so as to pro-

vide a sample of the interviewees l intensity.

Two graphs were prepared to illustrate the following

information:

1. Microcomputer Hardware Inventory by Brand.

2. School Year when First Micro was Available.

Some information has been presented in chart form. Some

discrete information was organized in terms of percentage

of the sample along with the actual number of users respond-

ing to each foil. For example, users were asked to identify

the percent of their software which was documented. A table

was prepared listing in descending order the percent of

documented software identified by the users. Accompanying

that data was the number of respondents 1 ting each per-

centage of documentation and then the percentage of the

sample of forty-five users, as shown in the example below.

Percentage of
Documentation

Number of Users
Identify g Documentation

Percentage

Percent
of

Sample

During the structured interview, respondents were asked to

provide the first and second rences as to mode and

source of addressing identified needs. The source or mode

was listed and corresponding percent of users identi-

fying e as a first choice then as se cho e was
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organized as follows:

Mode/Source Percent-First Choice Percent-Second Choice

Several of the questions in the structured interview were

open-ended allowing for multiple answers. Some data was

presented in table form listing the various responses of

the users and the corresponding number of users identifying

that response. No percent of sample was given in these

cases. For example, technical needs of users were identified.

Some respondents had more than one need. All needs were re

ported and all user responses were listed with the corre

sponding need as follows:

Identified Need Number of Users Listing Need

All other data was organized in terms of percentage

rankings. Some of the data also include the nurr~er of

users from the forty-five respondents, listed in parentheses

to clarify or emphasize the percentage listings.

At the end of the five sections of Chapter 4, a

sunmlary of the data contained therein was arranged so as to

present a profile of the Ittypical" user. These profiles,

when combined, provide a state-of-the-art sketch of the

typical instructional microcomputer user in Iowa as of

November, 1981.
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MICROCOMPurrER USER I S SUPPORT SERVICES

Structured Lnte r v Lew
, Dennis Schrag

Drake University Dissertation Project

Dear Microcomputer User:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this structured
interview concerning your involvement with the microcomputer
in education. The thrust of this interview is to determine
what support services and needs selected instructional
users in Lowa may identify . Results of the survey will
reflect only statewide data. Individuals responding 11 NOT
be identified in any way. There are no right or wrong
answers--only your valued opinions. Before the interview
I will ask your permission to audio tape record your re
sponses. The rview w i.LL take about 15- 20 minutes. Your
direct and frank opinions are requested. Thank you for your
help and time-.---

Dennis Schrag

______________D_'_emographicsSection' I:

User's Name Date
School District AEA -------,-

---------------,-----Building Phone _
Address City

Subject/Grade taught using micro------------------Number of micros in building--------------------Number of students in Iding
Where is micro physically located in the building?

era asS use amany a your s
instruction?
I s the mic ro use~f(:;r:-~o:;mPUltE;r_Titer--ac?V-----------

--Content Instruction

re

-------------

Brand of CPU
-,---;--.-----:-.--,;::------;--~-----------------------

Month/Year
Peripherals:
Why did the dis
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Section 3: TechDlcaTl\s'sistance----
(The followin9 questions seek your response to
technical assistance--the help users might receive
to assure that hardware and software is used as
it should and can be.)

any additional technical information/
like to receive now? Identify:

'I'\Ihen did you receive initial technical training on use of the
micro?
Who provided that training? , ~
Was it satisfactory?
Month/Year began use with studen~s

Since initial training, have you seclli-ed additional
technical assistance?
What were your technical needs then?--------------Who provided that ass ta.nce?
If you were having technical problems, who would you contact
first?
Can you' identify
training you wou

Please rank order the following modes of securing technical
help:

__'__ Workshop
College credit course
Other users---- Consultant/AEA
Vendor-,-'_-
L erature
Other: specify:

What advice would you of other educators contemplating
the purchase of a era for instruction regarding the tech
nical training as cts of the machine?

re

Have you written software for your own course objective(s)?

pr or
Usually Seldom
documentation library sting learning

r the software you have access to?
of the software available to you is docu- '----

you
Always

Is ere a uni
object (s)
What percent
ment:ed? -t
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Approximate percent of all software you use by instructional
approach:

% Drill and Practice
---% Tutoria1
____% Computer assi

% 0'11----% Simulation----_. % Problem Solving
% Games

---% Guidance-----% Other:

test construction/scoring

As students use the micro, is their work graded/evaluated as
part of the grade?
What is the preferred language for instructional software?

What has been the primary source of the software you have
now?
vvhat is your preferred source of new software you may
acquire?

Other users-_._._-
Self produced

____ Commercial produced
____ Non-profit produced (HECC)

Other:

~~at are the th£ee greatest needs you have regarding soft
ware:

vlhat advice would you offer a new instructional computer
user regarding software?

(Instructional design is defined as the appropriate
mix of s t, teacher, hardware, software and
curriculum to cause optimum learning. The following
questions have to do your instructional design needs
and stions. )

What percent of your students have benefited by using
micro?
Has some one

your s
of assigned
curriculum a res

e same
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In your opinion, is the micro a toy or a tool?
Explain:
To whom wouid you turn first if you had questions regarding
the micro and your own instructional design?
What instructional design needs can you identify now? _

Wha t would be
tional desi

your preferred mode of
needs you might have.
College class
Other users
Workshop
Publications
Consultant/AEA
Other: specify:

addressing instruc
Rank order:

What advice of an instructional design nature would you offer
a new microcomputer user?

Section 6: Personal Considerations----
(The following questions seek your opinion and
feelings on the impact the micro has had on you
and those you are involved with.)

What is your overall reaction to the micro?

How has the micro affected you as a teacher?

How has the micro affected those people you are involved with?
(friends, spouse, other teachers)

concerns you
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On the following six questions, would you rate your situation
on a scale from one to seven with one indicating the state
ment is TRUE of you n ow and seven indicating that the state
ment is not true or does not apply.

Very True Not True

765432
1. I am concerned about revising

my use of the microcomputer. =1_.....-:__-=-_-=-__=--_.....:..-__

2

2. I am concerned about not
having enough time to
organize myself each day. 1---- 3 4 5 6 7

765432

3. I would like to familiarize
others with the progress of
the micro. 1--------------

765432

4. I feel good about my use of
the micro and anticipate few
changes in my current
operations. =1_.....-:=--_-=-_-=-__=-_~__

765432

5. I have some good ideas that
need to be tested to get
better results from using
the micro. 1=---=-----=--=----=----.::.._..--:..

765432

6. I am concerned about the con
flict between my micro inter-
est and pro sional and
family (friends)
responsibilities. 1--------------

What personal advice would you offer a new instructional
micro user?

Thank you very much. I would be happy to send you a suro~ary

of my findings if you would be interested.

Yes No

Dennis Schrag
5502 Ingersoll
Des Moines, Iowa 50312
(515) 255-7136



Chapter 4

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter has been divided into five sections:

(1) Demographic and Hardware Descriptions, (2) Technical

Assistance Needs, (3) Software Needs, (4) Instructional

Design Needs, and (5) Personal Concerns. Responses were

arranged into the five sections for the convenience of re

porting information. In actuality respondents did not always

recognize discrete categories of needs or assistance.

Demographic/Hardware Information

Eighty percent of the interviewees were high school

teachers. Three of the respondents were teachers of lower

elementary grades (2-5). Five of the interviewees had

teaching assign~ents in the middle school grades (6-8).

Only one teacher was a special education resource room edu

cator.

Each of the interviewees was aSked to identify the

number of microcomputers in their building and the number

of a t.ud ent.s in their building. The average numbe-r of stu

dents r microcomputer was 129 students per machine. One

school strict owned no machines; students and the te r

used personally owned ha reo One high school had eight
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micros for a student population of 222.
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Sixty-nine percent

of the respondent teachers noted that their building had at

Leasrt, two micros available for student use.

Access to the microcomputers within the school

setting can restrict the use of the machine. For this

reason, each user was asked to identify the physical loca-

tion of the hardware. Fifty-six percent of the respondents

(25 teachers) noted that a neutral room/facility was avail-

able for the micro(s) in their building. Thirty-seven per-

cent of the users (17 teachers) reported that micros were

regularly located in their classrooms. Six and one-half

percent of the respondents noted that the micros were on

portable carts (3 teachers). Several teachers noted the

need for a neutral facility when responding to questions in

the instructional design section of the interview. Their

reactions will be reported later in this chapter.

Each micro user interviewed was asked how many of

their students regularly used the micro as part of their

instructional program. The responses ranged from three

students to 327 students with an average of forty-nine stu-

dents per teacher. The median number of students per teacher

was twenty.

Table 2 presents the rationale which prompted the

purchase of the first micro in the interviewees' district.
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Table 2

Rationale for Purchase of First Microcomputer

Rationale
Number of

Interviewees
Percent of

Sample

Compute r literacyjprogramming
efforts

As an Ln s truct.Lon a L tool
Improve basic skills
Replace center~based service
Administrative decision
Strong teacher interest
AEA-provided
Special education funds available
Unknown

14
4
4:
8
3
6
2
1
4

31
9
9

18
6

13
4
2
8

Twenty--six percent (12 users) said that they used

the micro exclusively for computer literacy purposes inc1ud-

ing programming instruction. Eleven percent (5 users)

indicated that the machines were being used for subject

content instruction exclusively. Sixty-tv!O percent of the

users (28 respondents) noted that both computer literacy

and subject content purposes were being addressed by the

micros.

Comparing the responses to the two questions above,

it is interesting to note that micros in ially purchased

for either instructional pu e s or for 1 i teracyjprogramrning

purposes have been employed to perform both functions. This

expansion indicates that eros appear to attract new

usage functions as educators become familiar with various

applications.
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Figure 1 and ':t'able 3 present an inventory of micro

hardware of those interviewed. Eighty-five percent of those

responding used the Apple Hicrocomputer (or the Bell and

Howell version of the Apple). Most of the users had access

to a hard-copy printer (84 percent). Sixty-five percent had

dual disk drives. Fifty-nine percent of the teachers inter-

viewed noted that a color monitor was used with the micro.

The availability of a mark-sense card reader, Pascal language

card, a graphics tablet or the voice simulator was limited

to one respondent each.

Apple ~~:~:~:~:::~:~::;::::::::::::~::: ~:::~:::~: ~::: ~:~:~: ~:~: ~: ~:~:~ :~: ( 8 5 %):::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:f:~:~:f~:~:}~:~:~:~: ~:~:~: ~:~: ~:::f:::~:~:~
1-----'------------------------------------1

TRS-80 (10%)

Pet (2.5%)

Atari (.5%)

Blackhawk
( .5 %)

9080

:f=: ( • 5 %)

ti : :::::
5 10"'---:2::-C0:::-- 3 0 -4r:0::-----;5;::-:O;:;:---6~")O;:;--~7;:;-O;::----;:;-=--=--:

Percent of Users Interviewed

Informer

Ohio
Scientific

North
Star

Figure 1

Micro Hardware Inventory by CPU Brand
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Table 3

peripheral Equipment Available

--_._-----=======-========~=================

Equipment Available

Hard copy printer

Dual disk drive

Color monitor

Mark-sense card reader

Pascal language card

Voice simulator

Graphics tablet

Number of
Interviewees

38

29

26

I

1

1

1

Percent of
Sample

84

65

59

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

One area education agency loans the Apple Graphics

Tablet for use for a period of two weeks per user on a

first-come-first-served basis. The expanded use of graphics

is mentioned several times as a need in later sections of

this chapter. For users who may wish to author their own

software using graphics to illustrate it, the graphics

tablet provides a fast and effective means of producing

visuals.

Each user was asked when they first had regular

access at school to a micro for their instructional use.

Figure 2 presents the ndings of that question: 65 percent

of the users interviewed had acqui access to the school

micro within a two-year t frame. Ninety-three rcent

of the users had had access to a era in the school settinq
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for three years or less.

1981-1982

1980-1981

1979-1980

1978--1979

1977-1978

1976-1977

(6%)

(22%.)

(37%)

(28% )

(4 %)

(3%)

Figure 2

School Year ~~en First Micro was Available

Student use of the micros can be estimated to be

from three to six months less than reported for the teachers

interviewed. In the next section the technical training

received by teacher-users will be reported. It will be

noted that many teachers used the micro for their own

training, prior to using it with students. About 45 percent

of the users noted that their self-training on the tech

nical use of the hardware took between five and eighteen

months. During this time, students were not able to use

the hardware.

SuroTIlarizing the demographics and hardware informa

tion collected from the forty-five users, a profile of the

typical user can be sketched. The typical microcomputer

teacher is likely to be a math te in a small Iowa
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printer, dual disk drive and color monitor, the machine is

used for computer literacy/programming as well as regular

course content instruction. About twenty students regularly

use the micro as part of their instruction. The first

micro available in the school was acquired within the past

twenty-four months. Two machines are now available. The

micros are physically located in a neutral room within the

school building.

Technical Training Needs

The respondents expressed strong feelings about the

technical training necessary to operate the micro hardware.

One high school math teacher explained:

The more you know that hardware, the more
you can make the machine do what yeu want it to,
the more satisfied you will be about using the
micro with students.

A high school science teacher noted:

You cannot learn it out of a book. I had
the manuals two months before the machine
arrived. You have to have hands-on experience
before you can really figure the thing out.

The majo ty of the instructional microcomputer

users trained themselves on how to operate the hardware.

Eighty-four percent (38 users) indicated that they learned

how to operate their micro by reading the manuals and by

working with the equipment. Most of the users said that

the process was tedious, frustrating and at times
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infuriating--but the feeling of accomplishment was signifi

cant once mastered. Two interviewees noted that they re

ceived a series of training sessions from their area

education agency on the use and operation of the micro

hardware. Two other users noted that they received

training in graduate level courses aimed at teaching pro

gramming. Only one user received training as part of her

pre-service training.

Of the thirty-eight users who were self-taught,

over half (20 users) noted that they used the machine for

self-training prior to using it with their students. The

amount of training time varied from several weeks up to one

and one-half years use prior to student action on the hard

ware. Many teachers admitted that initially, many of their

students were more aware of the unique features of the

hardware than they. As one teacher noted, "The kids had

more time and energy and patience to work with the mach

Some of those first year kids really taught me a lat."

Sixty-four percent of the users (29 teachers) indi

cated that they had sought out and had received some addi

tional training since their initial training on the era.

Several rted more than one course or workshop. The

types of trai ng received are recorded in Table 4. The

users who rece additional instruction after initial

training on e micro have been identified in Table 5.

This t Ie also presents the sources of that additional
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training.

Table 4

Users Reporting Training Rec~ived Beyohd Ini~ial Training

-----_._-====================================
Number of

Type of 'I'raining Users

BASIC programming 20

Workshop on software production 8

Workshop on micro utilization 7

Course on data structures 1

Course on file building 1

Percent of 29
Respondents*

69

27.5

24

3.4

3.4

*Some respondents reported more than one type of
training thus the sum of percentages is greater than 100%.

Table 5

Sources of Additional Training Beyond Initial Instruction

Source of Training

Area education agency

Community college

Out-o state university

In-state university

Profess al 0 ization
training program

Student

No one

Number of
Users

13

5

6

10

3

1.

1.

Percent of 29
Respondents*

45

17

21

34

10

2.5

2.5

*Some users i
of percen s 18 greater

multiple sources thus the sum
an 100'!:;.
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Respondents were asked who they would contact first

if they had questions regarding using the hardware as it

should be or could be most fully used. The responses to

that question are recorded in Table 6.

Table 6

Source of First Call for Assistance

Source

Area education agency

Vendor

Other users

Student

No one

Number of
Users

20

16

7

1

1

Percent of
Sample

44

35.5

15.5

2.5

2.5

Forty instructional microcomputer users identified

some additional technical training needs or assistance

they would like to receive now or in the immediate future.

These needs are summarized below. In some cases, users

identified more than one train g need. Responses are re-

corded in Table 7.

A surprising number of respondents requested addi-

tional training in either machine or assen~ler languages.

These languages are very sophis cated. To identi a desire

to receive training in these langu s demonstrates that

some users have considerably more than a casual interest in

prog ng.
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Table 7

Technical Training Needs of Micro Users

-----._----_._------------------------
Training Needs

Number of
Users

Percent of 40
Respondents -/<

Basic equipment repair and
maintenance

Machine language programming

Assembler language programming

Elementary BASIC prograIT~ing

Advanced BASIC programming

Pascal programming

File building

How to create qraphics

RPG-2 programming

Advances in technology

13 32.5

12 30

5 12.5

5 12.5

3 7.5

5 12.5

5 12.5

2 5

1 2.5

1 2.5

*Some respondents reported multiple needs thus the
sum of percentages is greater than 100%.

Two persons interviewed noted that they had attended

a fundamentals of programming class, were intimidated by

the math majors in the class, and subsequently dropped

course. These users suggested that a BASIC prograIfulling

class be offered for non-mathematics majors. One user

wanted a quick reference book available which would list

specific machine failings and an accompanying "try this"

list of possible solutions.

The preferred mode of sing the above l ntified
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technical needs were further defined by the interviewees

and are presented in Table 8.

Table 8

Preferred Mode of Addressing Technical Needs

Mode

Workshop

College credit course

Other users

One-on-one consultation

Vendor

Publications

First
Choice

Preference

15

14

4

5

o

5

Second
Choice

Preference

6

5

6

8

o

o

Several of the users indicated that college credit courses

were the preferred mode because it would help move them on

the salary schedule. They also indicated a des to have

the class offered off-campus, close to their teaching

assignment and with a hands-on-equipment mode.

When asked what advice they would offer to new or

potential instructional users, the interviewees offered an

array of suggestions. Time to learn the hardware and hands-

on experience were the most recommended factors in initial

training. Several users suggested taking a class in basic

computer literacy and machine operations if at all possible.

Many of the sug tions centered around hardware purchases:
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Before buying, figure out how the machine is to
be used. You don't need an Apple to teach
progrmnming.

Availability of repair service should be a major
factor in the selection of equipment.

Ava i.Lab i Li.t.y of software should be a major factor
in the selection of equipment.

Buy a total system with printer, dual disk and
color monitor ... you111 need and it is hard to
convince the board twice that the money is well
spent.

Many of the users suggested that there be a ready resource

person who is knowledgeable, who can be phoned any time

during the day or night to address technical/machine ques-

tions during the first year of operations.

In summary, the typical microcomputer user was self-

taught in learning how to use the microcomputer hardware

available. This training period generally consumed several

months of time--time that students could have been using

the hardware. The typical user has attended a programming

course provided by an institute of higher education subse-

quent to training on micro operations. The user would like

to learn more about basic repair and maintenance of their

micro as well as additional programming training. The

typical micro user would contact an AEA person first for

technical assistance, however would prefer to secure addi-

tional training from credit granting institutions if

possible. The workshop mode is also very attractive. The

advice the typical user would offer to a new or potential

instructional micro user can be surr~arized as follows:
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Buy equipment after deciding how it is to be used.
Extensive hardware is not needed to teach pro
gramming. If the hardware is to be used for CAl
consider carefully the software availability. Buy
a full system with printer and disk drives and save
a trip to the school board. Whatever equipment one
purchases, know what level of reDair service is
available. Plan on spending a l;t of time and some
frustra·tion in learning how to make the machine do
what you want it to do. Finally, locate a ready
resource person who can help ferret out solutions
to problems over the phone.

Software Needs

The design of this study centered on the technical

and instructional design needs of microcomputer users as

well as the personal concerns which affected the use of

the micro as an instructional tool. Software issues bridge

technical needs and instructional design needs. lnstruc-

tional software is both machine oriented and educationally

significant at the same time. For that reason, this section

of the research sumnary documents the existing software

circumstances of users and identifies what software needs

users perceive.

Sixty-two percent of the users Lnt.e r v.i.ewed cated

that they had written instructional software for their own

use. These twenty-eight teachers also noted that authoring

good software took a considerable amount of time and energy.

Many indicated that they preferred to individualize their

courses with rson ly written software, but the time

nee d for authoring was not always available. Only one

te r r.o t.e.d t.hat re sed time was provided in his
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building.

1n 1 of sel£.- software j most

secured software from their AEA or through a • 1r.onai users

exchange group. Seven·ty-one percen·t of those

2 users) said t.hat the ABA/Minnesota

ortia software was the primary source of software us

rcent (12 users) said that sel soft-

ware was the primary software used with students. Seven

seven percent (35 users) of the teachers interviewed said

that ,.always" or "usually" previewed software prior t.o

assigning it student use. As one teacher in north

central 10''''''(1 noted, "You can't do L'i you can with films.

You never know what the quality of the stuff is, if the

tit re cts content of the prograTI@ing or if

ma t.er LaL too hard or too easy for individual student's

ne You just have to look at each of those programs

self sure you got wh at, you want."

If the software library is re ly small l phys

cally locating a evaluating a specific rela-

t Iy Qasy. Howeve r , as the number of so are

and t depth and breadth of collection increases,

need for a ic cataloging system becomes rent.

Instructional software is usually documented with informa-

tion about e s eifie arning ohjective addressed, t

level r an for which the software lS late,

an 10 of .i ns tructi on e I 111C)(1 f; u s to
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noted that no uniform software catalog s t.ern was in.

place. Of the f users who of

the users had software exclusively HECC. e MECC

software ly documented. (Some AEAs have provided the

h.ardcopy documentation for the s ibers of the MECe

material distributed in their area.)

When asked to identify what percent of the

available to t.h ern was documented with instructional objec-

tives, the users provided the information contained in

T'ab 9.

Table 9

Percent of Software that is Docrnnented

Pe.r cerrt;
Now

100
95
90
80
75
70
60
50
33
30
25
20
15
10
o

Number of
Users

2
1
5
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
1

18

Percent
Sample

4.4
2.2

11.1
4.4
4.4
2.2
4.4
4.4
2c2
2.2
4.4
6.6
2.2
2.2

40.0
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Each user was asked to estimate the percent of the

software u s e d ularly, defined instructional approach.

The sum of all percentage figures provided by the users was

d.ivided by the numb e r of factors per instructional approach

to arrive at a composite rcentage listing of all

viewees.

regularly.

'I'ab Le 10 shows the percent of software used

Table 10

Hegularly Used Software by Instructional Mode

Instructional Approach

11 and practice

Tutorial

computer assisted testing/analysis

Composite Percentage

33

12

3

r instruction 0.3

Simu 15.7

Problem

Games

9.5

11.5

Gllidanc(:;

Other Cinelu ng

2

14

Ninety-one rcent of interv es (4l users)

noted that ~neir rred Ian software was

ifie machine1s version of BASIC. The reason most a

r this pre rence was the s t.o be able to
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re to meet local needs. T'he amount, of time

a specific response was most often cited as

one of the factors that might

students needs.

altered to meet specific

Comme al s o f twar e was not held in high regard by

the majority of micro users interviewed. Because commerci

software is usually expensive, usually cannot be previewed

at the local strict site unless accompanied by a sales-

person, and because it is usually difficult to adjust, if

at all, the interviewees were reluctant to state a fer-

ence for the cornmercially produced so f twa.re . The preferred

sources of future software acquisitions are noted in Tab

11.

Table 11

Preferr Sources of Future Software Acquis ions

Source of Software

Percent
F st

Choice

Percent
Second
Choice

AI<.:A/MECC ty

Other users

Self-pro d

arrangement 51

31

13

17

31

17

Com.mercially p

No preference

4

I

6

29

of

oreatest ne~ds roga

r s was asked, II

ng so f tv/are?" res

t are your

es to lS
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question are divided into three sections: generic needs,

tra ing needs subject-matter-specific needs.

'fhe single most pressi.ng need regarding software was

documentation. Twenty-six percent of the interviewees (12

users) said that a documentation system was needed and that

individual program documentation was lacking. Thirteen

percent of those interviewed indicated that their software

library lacked depth. Too few specific instructional ob j e c-

tives could addressed with computer assisted instructional

materials. Four users requested more time to evaluate or

produce new software so as to increase the school's holdings.

~IO non-Apple users expressed a need for additional sources

of software.

to accompany

One elementary teacher wanted more animation

sting software and more graphics in general

for new software to be acquired.

Software training needs were listed as follows:

1. Training on how to adjust existing software for
better local use.

2. Tra ing on how to evaluate software to dete
its usefu s and quality.

3. Training to lain to non-micro users what soft-
ware was avail e for their courses of s
how could grate use of the
into their subjects.

The last training need is ref cted in a strongly

express ne for subject specific software:

1. Basic s lIs software in areas
(26 percent of interviewees)

r than math.

2 . Supplencn al ma
ob j eel v \<1 .i t.h

rccnL of users)

software lis instructional
asis on problem solvi (17.5
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3. Tutori and/or simu for upper level science
courses such as ice ( chemistry and an was
r e que s by two teachers. (5 percent of sample)

4. Farm management software and accounting software
(PET) received one request.

5. One t.e
be deve

r suggested that some language materials
for their Southeast Asian s

When asked what advice regarding software would

provi to new or potential instructional microcomputer

users, 37 percent of the teachers recommended previewing

software prior to purchase. The availability of software

was the subject of much advice. Several teachers suggested

one join a user's group and/or become close friends

with AEA or vendor personnel so as to expand sources of

locally produced software. Several users warned that

poor software is available for little or no cost, but takes

disk space and can be more distract g than helpful.

Three users suggested that software with graphics

was always fe as students seem to respond more posi-

tively to an material. For smaller children, the

speed of the character flow and the size of characters as

well as

problems.

lem of physically typing can create some

One tea w future users about overuse:

anyth else, ki will burn out if you use the

too much."

In s umma , the ty 1 instructional micro user is

most can out availability of quali so
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~vhile able to instructional software, the user pre~

fers to secure f re e or inexpensive software that has been

produced educational organizations or personnel. The

typical user almost always previews instructional software

prior to ass igni it to a student. The available s o f t.wa r e

is unl ly to be documented nor is there a uniform docu-

mentation system to catalog programs available. The typi

cal software library is likely to be composed of drill and

practice and simulation material, however there is a good

collection of problem solving and gaming software which

also used extensively. Desired but absent is subject

specific software, especially in the basic skills areas.

Most of the software available has come from the

AEA/MECC agreement, and this type of arrangement is the

pre rred one for future acquisitions. Commercially pre

pared material is not well received; software developed by

other tional users is preferred.

The typical user feels a strong need to document the

avail Ie software whi adding software for teachers in

subjects r an the user's. The typical user recognizes

the need r instructing other educators how they might use

the micro their courses of study. This need was ex-

pressed further in the person concerns section and will

be rted ain later in this chapter. The interviewees

rtive of the instructional use of the era

that they wanted to share the technolo with their
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colleagues. The typical user would suggest that the soft

ware be carefully previewed prior to purchase. Securing

software from ot.he r users or through AEA or vendors a

good way of expanding the library for a small cash outlay.

Instructional Design Needs

As noted in the demographics section of this chapter,

microcomputers were reported to have been used for computer

literacy as well as content level instructional purposes.

HOI..' teachers were using the machine and what instructional

design needs they identified is the essence of this section.

For the purposes of this section "instructional design"

refers to the appropriate mix of all factors which lead to

ward increased student learning. Interviewees responded

that the micro is a powerful instructional tool for most

students. believed that some students benefited more

from using the eros than did others. Additions to the

course of rin of most schools as a direct result of

having access to the micro were cited. The teacher-users

also ntif some specific needs to help make the micro

and their use of it more pro table terms of student

achievement.

What percent of the students who use the era real

benefit from that use? The interviewees1responses are s

in Table 12.
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Table 12

Percent of Student Micro Users who Benefit from Use

of St.udents
Benefit Use

100
98
95
90
85
80
70
66
60
50
40
30
15
10

Number of
Teachers

15
1
1
4
1
3
3
1
4
2
1
1
1
2

Percent
Sample

33
2.2
2.2
jL8
2.2
6.6
6.6
2.2
8.8
4.4
2.2
2.2
2.2
4.4

ings

The composite average of the above percentage rank-

icates that the teacher-users perceived that 69 per~

cent of the students using the micro really benefited from

that use. Many of the interviewees noted that the benefits

identifi included a reduction of computer anxiety, an

increased conf","uc;l!'-c; to master technological difficulties

a similar hal tic effects.

Does the microcomputer benefit one group of students

more than r? The teachers interviewed pres

scattered inions on s question. Thirty-seven percent

of the res ts (17 teachers) indicated that the h r

ioving or gifted s nts prof ed most the micro

use. One explanat is rspective was vi
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a secondary math teacher in central Iowa: liThe gi fted kids

this school have the most access to the hardware. Before

anyone can enroll in the programming course, they have to

have completed three years of math including Algebra II.

Those students in the programming class have first access to

the machine. I guess that we have made it an elitist tool."

Thirty-three reent of the teachers (15 teachers)

said that the micro benefited students at both ends of the

achievement ladder. The upper level student and the lower

achiever were noted as the major beneficiaries. liThe CAl

stuff really helps the lower level kids and the bright ones

are challenged by the programming process," explained one

eastern Iowa educator. Another teacher noted that the com

puter is able to give lots of attention to those who need it

the most, the Lowe r level student, the disruptive student

and the q i.f t.ed student. Only 11 percent (5 teachers identi-

fied the lower level student as the recipient of the ero's

instructional capacity. Eight percent of the interviewees

It that the machine benefited all students equally. Eight

percent of the te rs identified the disruptive or

unmotivated st t as the population best suited to the

microcomputer. Neither level nor teaching assignment

changed the res es to the above question.

seventy-five rccnt of the teachers inte

(34 rsons) said that were indivi lly prescript

whell assi ing software for student use. The other 25 recnt



Fifty-f rcent of the educators interviewed (25

97

res d that micro had made an on the school

curriculum.

the t~ ers is

s ific listing of changes identi

shown in Table 13 (some respondents noted

more than one ell ) .
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Table

Identified Changes in School Curriculum as a Result
of the Microcomputer

--------------------------
Change in Curriculum

Identified

Computer literacy course added

Number of Teachers Noting
Identifi Change

12

Programmi course added 13

Data processing in business course
added

Increased enrollment in advanced math
courses

2

3

There has been considerable discussion both within

and outside of the educational community as to the relative

merits of the microcomputer. Often the discussion revolved

around the toy-tool dichotomy of the microcomputer. Each

of t.he forty-f teachers was asked: "In your opinion is

the mi o r o oorrmut; a or a tool?" Seventy-five percent of

rs tically considered the microcomputer a

tool to enhance student learning. Twenty-three percent

listed the machine as both a toy a tool. Only one of

the teachers interviewed viewed the mach as a toy. When

quizz about the aspect of the micro, several of

terv wees ssed the conviction that machine was

whatever the teacher who was using it, ex it. to be.

Several teet rs noted that games were us as rewa

single s cial educat the s no
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that behavior modification programs with students earning

use of mic::cocomputer games as rewards wa s a productive add

tioD to her ability to work th very d ficult students.

Many of educators noted the use of games as an excellent

means of reducing initial student machine anxiety.

Area Education Agency personnel were identified by

62 percent of the users as the first person to conta for

tance with instructional design problems. Thirteen

percent of the interviewees said that they would seek in-

structional design help from other users of microcomputers.

The remaining teachers suggested that vendors, univers

personnel or publications would be the primary source of

instructional design assistance.

v..7hen cifically asked to identify the current or

anticipated instructional design needs, the users noted the

followi

Assistance to introduce the microcomputer to teachers
of subjects within the schaal. I i ing

use so re in subjects other than ir
an associated need. (35 percent of responses)

T
est
res

to better
1 .i s (1 cour ses

s e s )

ate the existing software into
of study. (17 percent of the

Assistance with scheduling students and other
logistical 1ems in ing better use of the

rc from a t per (12 percent
res s e s )

JV1(Xle 1 c o

incl
One t,Ct,

computer

uter litera courses of s
one request for a K-12 5

er uested 50 e to help
Ld.t.e recy . (12 rcent of the

s

s e s )
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A separate room or facility for the computer so
that greater access and interruptions of class
functions could be accomrnodated. (10 percent of
the responses)

J.1ore hardware and more software were also indicated as needed

by several of the instructors.

Depending upon the identified needs, users selected

either a small group workshop or one-an-one consultation

with an AEA person or another user as the most preferred modes

of addressing their instructional design needs. Indeed the

process of introducing the benefits of micros to other staff

members was seen as a workshop function.

Machine anxiety and the lack of time were identified

informal

interest.

as the greatest blockades to increased faculty

A number of interviewees also confided that. they

wanted other staff members to be able to use the micro but

had mixed emotions on the subject knowing full well that

already heavily scheduled hardware would be taxed further

with more teacher interest. Additional teacher training was

seen by some as counter-productive to continued use by

interv ..... 'Ccv",coc:; I s students at present levels.

ItJhen ask what advice they would offer new or

potential inst ional crocomputer users, the responses

were scatte Several teachers noted that new users D",,---,-,-co,,,

to be prepared to end time re-designing their classes

the micro was to us The process of integrat the

micro to existing courses of s some restruc-

turing of traG ianal methods according to several users.
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at.t.errt i on span must; be rnon I>-

tared micro as wi any other instructional

tool.

faster

She s sted that some kids just burn out on it

rs. One teacher noted that specific learn-

ing object s each class were a prerequisite before the

micro and its software could be properly utilized. Another

instructor s that each piece of software should list

the readability of the material contained on the disk

(document_ation). Finally one teacher advised "Don't be up-

set when the kids get ahead of the t.eacher on using the

machine."

In summary, the typical microcomputer user felt

the majority of students who use the micro gain some direct:.

benefit from its use. The gifted student and the lower

ach were identified as deriving the greatest

am work on the micro. 'I'he typical micro user saw

e as a tool that can also be used a can led

ronment as a toy when appropriate for student growth.

student was usually assigned a unique sequence of

software in lieu of all students progressi through the

same materi Microcomputer us is not in and of self

graded; it is a means of instructing a specific learning

objective. As a result of hav g the micro availab , the

typical user's school has added e1 a computer literacy

course or a proCJramming course or both. The typical user

wo u 1
L to are the micro th a er instructors but

nee assi tanco in inti lng software that will
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address the needs of other teachers. The area education

agency seen as the first support service provider when

solutions to instructional design problems become identified.

Time is necessary to integrate the use of the micro into the

existing course of study according to the users. In essence,

the micro is a respected instructional tool.

Personal Concerns/Reactions

The final section of this chapter deals with the

personal reactions and concerns expressed by the forty-five

teachers interviewed. Interviewees were asked to express

their opinions on how the microcomputer affected them, what;

personal concerns they had about the use of the machine and

how the machine 1 s use a f f eot.ed the users vis-a-vis other

teachers, fr ds, and/or family. Personal anxieties and

concerns accompany any attempt to integrate an innovation

into a teacherls pro ssional efforts. These concerns must

be resolved before progress can be made in making the innova

t a more natural aspect of the teaching-learning process.

The forty~five interviewees were asked to explain

their overall reaction to the micro. All teachers responded

in very pos ive terms. Forty-two percent used the term

"great." Other educators said that the micro was the best

thing since slic se, since the wheel, since the auto-

mobile, s ce and since sliced bread. Several of the

users suggested that a 1 tat of micro rested
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with the teachers themse s and their creative ability to

lly use techno One math teacher considered the

micro as II most innovative thing in mathematics educa-

tion in two hundred years."

A pair of questions asked the users how the micro

had af ted them as teachers and as persons. The impact on

users in terms of their professional development was

significant. Twenty-five percent said that they spent con

siderably rno r e time at: school since the micro arrived. F

teachers admit.t th3.t the micro provided them stimulation

to stay in education in lieu of other career alternat s.

Seven rs noted that their approach to curriculum

building h been altered since learning how to program.

The preparation of tructional units were more logical,

sequential we r e di into smaller un of informa-

sented to s

came aware of

tion. iter t; Jng the programming course, I sudden

need to organize material that I

ts in smaller sequences. It just never

occur to me before," noted one southwest Iowa teacher.

Three tea rs noted that they were able to break some tradi-

ts and try new instructional methods

One teacher ex-

-demonstration in his

micro plus some peer

u

success with the micro.

had a

instruction. He now uses

tional teaching h

after rienci

plained that

te inq and has n Je to 211 students to be at .ffE:r-

ent st s of ievement the sequence of 1
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F'our teachers suggesJced that the increased motiva

tion the micro provided the students was contagious. One

teacher noted that she was able to secure her present posi

tion over other candidates because she had received micro

computer training as an undergraduate.

From a personal perspective the interviewees ex

pressed mixed emotions toward their work with the micro.

Twenty-five percent of those interviewed expressed in nega

tive terms concerns about the excessive time required on

weekends and at night to learn how to operate the equipment

and prepare software for it. Nine percent of the teachers

noted that the time spent with the micro caused serious

problems with their spouse. One of the educators expressed

her feelings in simple terms, "I am tired."

Another 25 percent of those questioned noted that

the micro had a considerable academic challenge to

their li "Since the machine came, I feel like I am

growing as a person." Seven teachers noted that they were

in tea ing It education programming courses,

selling micro or micro software since they became

invo with the micro at their school. Eighteen percent

of the teachers said that the micro had become a new hobby,

allowi to meet a new group of friends and expand their

leisure interests. Four teachers no that conquer the

machine wa s t.a n t.arno un t; to ing a cons r e problem.
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As a result of ieving confidence with the micros, these

users felt an r e a s e in their own self worth and greater

sel idence. One user noted that he had begun a Masters

in Computer S ence program as a result of his work with the

micro.

"How has the micro affected those people you are

involved with iends, spouse, other teachers, etc.)?"

Responses to th question were also split between positive

and ne ive c ommeri t.s . Twenty-five percent of the teachers

express a considerable concern about the amount of time

away from the family required by the micro's use. Three

teachers noted that students no longer had the opportunity

to search them out for additional help unless that assistance

involved using the micro. Jealousy by other staff member's

instructors. Three other teachers notedwa s noted by

that their wo with the ro provided them closer working

relations with other staff as they were attempting to pro

vide instruction to other faculty members. Three teachers

noted techniphobia apparent in non-users had to

resol

When 1. the opportunity to express any f ur t he r

concerns they It toward using micro a variety of com-

ments we r e ra ted. 'l'he s e concerns have been divided to

four cat ries for ease in reporting. The categories are

tra i h a r dwa ro s t ude nt; corice r n.s and utilization concerns.l.C' Ct.-vd 1 __ l -

Twen -f rcent of the ~~~~.~tors interviewed
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expressed a sonal concern about providing training to

other teachers within their school district or other

schools regarding the use of the micro as an instructional

tool. One northeast. Iowa teacher stated this concern as

follows: "I guess that I am just so convinced that using

the micro is such a good thing that I become frustrated

other teachers cannot or will not share in this great innova

tion. II One teacher felt concern that many of her colleagues

st.ill considered the micro a toy I without ever "bothering to

check it out for themselves. II

Concerns about student use were expressed by several

interv s. One teacher was most upset with the potential

overuse of the micros. She feared student "burnout" on the

micros because some teachers might overuse or misuse the

hardware. One teacher noted that he had several students

who were really "h.a r s " with the eros to the point that

other subjects were be g ignored or dropped. Two teachers

ss anx ty about the misuse of the micro as a pac

f r for s nts who could not or would not accept instruc-

tion o t he r modes.

Hare re issues concerned a group of other

interv ees. Fifteen percent of the sample were concerned

with too little ha e to ef ct meet the needs of

was concerned with

uent secur

One metropolitan te

by students the

Ls.

of

their st

that v e n t; greater access to more s ents. te
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at the micro equipment was not used more

fully. He f too felt that access to the equipment at night

and on ",.;reekends was inst.ructionally productive. He reported

that he cou not spend any more time at school. Two

teachers were concerned that they did not have a source

in tion on new equipment and technology and that the

possibility of replacing equipment or upgrading equipment

was remote due to budget considerations.

Utilization concerns were also varied. One teacher

was worried about controlling games. Another teacher ex-

pressed some anxiety about using copyrighted materials which

were se through unidentified sources. Budget restric-

tions and the possibility of not having resources to expand

the software collection were mentioned by two users. One

teacher culated on the use of the machines if he were

to move on II I am afraid they would end up like the old,

re g mach s r no one here but me knows how to use the

micros. I just don't have the time to train other teachers

and k f too. I don't know why they are scared of the

w'-''-'Hines, but someone else on faculty should be invo "

One teacher not: that was concerned that her AEA con-

sultant mi t be reassigned or might move on, leaving r

with no one to c 1 for assistance.

In s umrna r y I the pers concerns of the typ 1

user center on me and use of the YO t 10

e '1ac a i. s ve exci about being invo d w.i t h
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the microcomputer even though excessive was spent away

from family to learn how the machinery works and to pro-

duce software. For the typical user, the micro has been

professionally refreshing and intellectually challenging.

The lack of interest or host ity displayed by Some facll

peers was perplexing and bothersome. More hardware would

be helpful, but budget problems seem to overshadow the

aspirations to increase the nurr~er of micros available.

The needs, advice, concerns and experiences of forty

five first generation microcomputer users has been presented

in this chapter. These teachers have acquired equipment

without the benefit of formal training on how to use it.

They have produced ao f t.war e r developed new courses of study,

established log tical scheduling patterns, experimented

with student utilization and coped with consternation ex

pressed by some fellow educators. Some typical users re-

ported some of their s had been resolved. Those

resol needs were repl with more sophisticated re-

quests for ass tance. It is fair to assume that some level

of similar needs 11 occur with the next generation of

users. The following ch will contain suggestions on

how var s s rt service ies might address these

identified ne s and assist future microcomputer users with

their etforts at .i.nq a more significant educat al

program t.o ir s ntS.



Chapter 5

fHJHMAHY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECONI1END2\TIONS

Summary

'I'he intent of this study was to determine what Iowa

educators fied as their personal concerns, instruc-

tional des and technical assistance needs necessary to

use microcomputers as effective educational tools. Micro

computers, because of their relative low cost, portability

and capacity to be dedicated to the instructional task have

become familiar equipment to a few educators in Iowa's schools

in the past six years. By surveying the first generation of

ero users as to their s service needs, educational

s ce organizations such as state and regional agencies,

institutes of hi r education and pro ssional organiza-

schools 'while up

assure

tions H'""~1Ht e s t

cant

lish the support network necess to

ued use of computer technology in the

g instructional appl ations. Research

has indica as any educational innovation is inte-

ated into tho existing school cur culum, technical needs,

instructional dosi and personal concerns emerge

the ado 'rhese needs and concerns must be resolved

the innovation can orne a ful

109

functional
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educational tool. 'I'h.Ls study documented:

1. What personal con cerns inst.ructional microcomputer

users have regarding the integration of the innova

tion into their curriculum.

2. What instructional design needs microcomputer users

identify and what are the preferred source and mode

of addressing those needs.

3. What technical assistance needs instructional

microcomputer users identify and what are the pre~

ferred source and mode of addressing those needs.

The instructional use of the computer dates to the

early 1960's when a few center-based model projects were

established. From its genesis, the reoccurring problems of

user training and software development have dulled the wide-

spread use of computer in the classroom. In Iowa, the

development of instructional use of the computer was

restric to a few geographical locations and a very few

10'."0. school ildren. Partially due to the cost of cen t.cr

based eq pment, partially due to a state-imposed ef t to

restrict the Ii ation of computer equipment in educa-

tion, computer assisted struction was not an available

alternat to most Iowa educators.

The advent of the microcomputer d provide

sive computer hardware for instructional applications.

eros now can found in 75 percent of Iowa's school s-

trict:s. reoccurr blems of teacher ning
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sofb.vare support services persist.

In an ef r t; to identify what; microcomputer users

perce

interv

as their support service needs, a structured

e Loped . Forty-five" typical" instructional

micro users were identified--three users nominated by each

of the fifteen area education agency, educational services

directors. Person-to-person structured interviews were con-

ducted with forty-one of the teachers. Four other inter-

views we r e conducted by telephone. The interview sought

need information and the preferred source and mode of

address those needs. Additionally, the interview sought

the user's advice in terms of technical assistance, soft-

ware needs, instructional design matters and personal

ramifications. Information was solicited so as to inform-

ally establish a state of the art profile of the typical

user. The profiles were presented at the end of each sec-

tion of Cha r 4. The data from the interviews were com-

pil and tallied and we r e presented in terms of central

tendencies rcentage rankings.

Conclusions

rsonal Concerns

Personal concerns of instructional microcomputer

users were on amount of time that has been

to learn how to use the hardware in preparation

of structional software. Users consistent r d a
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to t~rain ir fel faculty members on the progress

of ro utilization. This concern surfaced in one

another in three of the five sections of the struc

tured :Lnte f:::'\tl. tJIany of the users identified expanded

training o t.he r faculty members as a major concern.

When discuss 9 so re, interviewees noted additional

in S :J set areas other t.han their own was a need.

This software was de.a i red so they might help other faculty

use the micro as a teaching tool. Over 50 percent of the

teachers-users noted that they would like to be involved

in explaining to other faculty the benefits of using the

eros.

This concern carries with it mixed blessings for

many of educators interviewed. Many users expres a

s desire to help fellow faculty mernhe r s learn how the

CI:OICO,mt)uter could used w their instructional

ilit s. Those same teachers also recognized that

1 era r users would strain already tight

hardware and dilute software s.

Concern a bou t restrained was expressed a

of

ware a

users, noting that future equipment and/or soft-

Is itLoris we r e sti items. of know

on basic student utilization was

'I'lv:'se users h st

ssed by some of the

s on student attent

wi, t.h til cro, fears of overuse, the of

an t -i n d CJrLI ics.
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Marry of the t.eachers who had several years of experi-

ence with t.he ro noted that they no longer had major

concerns about the amourrt, of time dedicated to micro use

for several reasons. First they had ach i eved some level of

machine competence, their s o f twar e libraries were in a de

veloping st.age and finally, they came to the conclusion that

the use of t.h e micro had to be put into perspective vis-a

vis personal responsibilities and professional obligations.

There appeared to be a developmental sequence that the first

generation of users traversed as they acquired greater

sophistication in using the micro. This sequence of personal

feel validates informally the research completed by

Hall and George with the C-BA11 project noted in Chapter L

se question of this study involved identify-

ing e instructional ign of microcomputer users.

d their preferred mode and

The spectrum of these

scatte across a broad assortment of

sues. The users did have focused

source of sing the needs

ss

i

e mode

also as

n is

on

ifi

Users we re

source of

were identif d. Three ca r of surfaced:

tra ing ne s, software ne and logistical support

meet

How to adjust sting software to more specifically

needs of stud nts was s as a need by many

e non- Iamm:i users. These users of specif
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examples of such adjustments: how to vary the amount of

time pe 1: student responses; how to reduce or Ln-

re

the speeo.

adjust s he LI

of character flow on the terminal, how to

ie games like "Hangman"} to use

the lling of t:he week or the vocabulary words of a

eifie unit.

Many users noted that they did not know how to

evaluate s o f twa r e , While a vast majority of the users noted

that previc'VJing software prior to acquisition was eas ent.Lal ,

many users noted that they did not have a clear set of cri-

teria upon wh Lch to judge software.

The pre rred source of addressing training needs

was the area education agency (AEA) or other users. The

interviewees noted that hands-on workshops or one-an-one

consultat s with a knOWledgeable person would be the

f

Soft\,vare were very specific:

1. Software in the basic skil areas addressing
indi idudl learn object s was a strongly
.1 if i is software would also in-
crease chances t f a cuLt.y not using the
rna inc mi, An exp software 1 rary
wi th s and an in 1 subject
cate ntified as needed.

which can
tifi

of

existtern to c a t.a 10q
acc~Dru;mClate future

2::> percent: 0 f
indiv ual programs
a need. As softw
physic 1 location of p
pressi.ng need.

A2.

v a a t, rua j o ri of the users 11 to their
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The arrange-

wit.ll Bdnc t i.ona L Computer 'Consortia (J\illCC)

Iowa's a ation Agencies has provided the vast

majority O:J: t.he instructional so ft.wa re used by teachers

'l'h so re also appears to the

majority of document:ed so ftwa.re. It is well liked

they expect more of the same. User groups

and software exchanges managed by the area education

agenc

tions

were very well received. Future software acquis

11 have to be acquired at little or no cost accord-

to most users--school budgets allow no other alternative.

Several users suq sted that a panel of users from a given

area eva to available software. Selected software could

then be circulated by the AEA for individual schools to

Testing, evaluation and documentation of so

t be a service of the AEA. In addition, ar-ranqe -

ments s lar to t with should be explored further,

sta

software

orqanizCitions.

elO~)m,ent was seen as a function of

A University of Northern Iowa

ject be n L1St s ummc r to duce software the mathe-

maties d cipline current users was cited as a model

ef rt in produci 1i I us

Fc'{cility P lems and t constraints were identi-

f reel concerns with litt hope

easy resolution. A users not a need r a ate

facili for t.h o i r rni c r o cornrn ters so that classroom
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s t continue while giving expanded access to

students wishing t.o use the ines. Some users noted that

they more t Lme to plan how to use the existing micro

capaci ty be"tterth t.hei r current. curriculum. Integrating

the micro into t.he curriculum could be facilitated with more

p.l.arrn.i.nq t Both of these needs were noted to be \",i thin

the realm of local education agency control.

1'1odel curriculum guides and scope and sequence

materials in the area of computer literacy were identified

by some interviewees as needed. Respondents did not express

a preferred source of such materials.

Techn 1 Assistance
----~--

The third stion th study addressed was

technical assistance needs identified by tructional

microcomputer users. As in the preceding r the

prefer e and source of ssing the needs was also

were i

The ieal ass tanee

tified to train in

of the respondents

following areas:

ing

amrmnq ,

1

Basic re ir and rna

Ass ler Ian

rc p r-arnrni

File building r5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

ress g the train

t cour sowoc

of

s p Lit: between co I l e

rr

were even

s t.i.t.u t.e s of hi her e cation works tra
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close the home school dis<trict. :Hands-on

iences. Area cducat

g W ZrS

workshop

if as important to both college work

agency personnel

assistance

were if as the preferred source of technical

hardware operations difficulties with vendors

ice.

Recommendations

At a time when financial and political forces appear

to undercut the vitality of educators and their efforts, it

is refreshj to find a group of teachers unanimously

about a single innovation. All forty-five educators inter

viewed expressed not just positive feelings toward the

micro, but I gs of excitement and anticipation. If for

no reason than af on ,

5i if ant iH'~Ha,--t on Iowa education. The

:LS Ii to cont if the

of reases costs

theto

h,·.~,~~ot. However, usert5

11 cant

oomou t.e r as

ust

s of the

softwarEo issues

ieat

1 as i

cen r~ ed s c r v.i ce s , un s ce

rs of the state can coo ir e

a s i vo ram of services to as t f t

rat f users tra users .

resources now available in state cot! IJe jus
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to help meet the needs identified by the users in

study. However r first and f oxernos t , a comprehensive state-

plan for the development and implementation of mean-

ingful support services is needed so that human and fiscal·

resources will be apportioned judiciously.

Such a plan should identify the training and support

service roles of various institutions and organizations

with the state. The effort might be coordinated through

the Towa Department of Public Instruction, through the

Council for Instructional Computing in Iowa, through the

Area Education Agency/Institute of Higher Education Task

Force on Cooperation, Iowa Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development or other interested groups.

In lieu of such a plan, the following recommenda-

tiona are presented as su tions for need resolution.

The Iowa tment of Public Instruction should:

1. I ti e use of the microcomputer as a
si ificant instruction s. As such

Curricu Instruction Division should
coordinate ef util and
Ie to te tion titutions,
area education a s, local education agencies
and profess nal izat

of funding
antic
establ nt

IOl10use or othen~ise

ctive micro

Increase ef rts to secure
from estate 1 islature or

dcral revenue sharing
of a software materials c
assist local users in securing ef
software.

2.

3. Establish a 1 cur
directory in the areas

g.



4. Establi a
tion f o r ma t;

vide s t.a t.ew
capacity.
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t.a s k to design a model document.a-
and cat.aloging system tha·t would pro

uniformity and inventory-determination

5. Provide 1eadersh for the appropriate use of the
m~cro ter by encouraging research into
util at impact, optimal student conditions,
etc.

6. Reverse t.h e perception of many educators t-hat the
Department is interested only in regulating the
use of the computer and substitute a s.:-.:..::::..-:..--.:-.-
perspect:ive.

Iowa ins tutes of higher education should:

1. Provide courses, off-campus if possible, in BASIC
p r-o q rarnrn i.nq , microcomputer utilization, machine
language and/or assembler language.

2. Provi col ge credit for courses designed to
produce quality, user-based micro software.

3. Train college of education staff on the various
educational a ications of microcomputer

th asis on the subject discipline.

4, • tra ing on seve
as part of the pre-

different brands of
ce preparation of

50. Initiate
era

opt

Area E ation

into the
1 tool
for utilizat

cies should:

the
ideal!

1. Ident.i
to erve
users in

at ast one
as a reso
their area.

person who is knowLedqe ab Le
ct on micro

2. S rt w i th coo ination s e ce
facilities/newsletter distr ion
efforts of micro-users group(s)

ing
printing

t.heir area.

3. Pro de a file of curriculum 5 and
nee materia in areas of computer 1

s t-ructi on.

4 • Provide train n9 to new users
instruction or work s using

one-an-one
s .
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Such t.r a would a new, confident gen-
e r at; n of users wh i, addressing the des of
present users to he their fellow faculty. Such
training should be s ject matter spec lized.
For example, a workshop for vocational agriculture
te r s using the micro might be delivered.
Resolut.:ion of machine anx basic machine
operat s should be the major scope of this
effort..: .

5. Provide a basic machine repair and maintenance
works for area users in cooperation with
vendors, arly.

6. Continue cooperative purchasing efforts.

7. Continue software acquisition efforts such as the
MECC reement.

8. Train users potential users in identification
of criteria for evaluating software.

g. Provide a gr ics tablet on a loan basis to users
so as to encourage the use of graphics with soft
ware.

10. ilitate with community college
courses in BASIC and Pas

forts,

11. Provi
scribi

documentation to each user sub
litECC materials.

12. Assist t
seeur 9 f
a st,]teh! i

De rtment of
nanoial s r
ole rin e

lie Instruction in
leg 1 b

r software materials.

13. Assist
use of
not p

local district ef
e era to

ent USl

ts
tors
cro.

"marketing" the
subjects/grades

14. Provi one-an-one consultation to cators as
they att rate the use of the
into t.h e Lr courses of stud s by provid
ex Lo s s ul matrices, tutorial lica-
tions, n tea i using the era r
c ass-siz tutcrials, i1 r 1 ations

ich e xp nd t of micro the one-
nt-to-onc-ma ee.

15. Use c icro sate er
es cially in th areas of
as 11 U Ina n n~ L t; i.o t 11 nee

ero a an in tru tion

ce t r a i n i nq tool
tra .LH.LH'!

use of the
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resource sons and
s on computer

the career educa-
micro.

17. ASS:U3t cal di.s t r wi.t.h 1 information and
boa o r r-e c training so as to build a
political foundation for computer based instruc-

Local school districts should:

1. Prov e at least one hour per day for an identified
computer coordinator to coordinate building ef ,
main in and/or localize software, train other faculty
and mana the computer efforts of the building.

2. Establish an ui pmen t Zs oftwa r e acquisition pro
gram and budget funds accordingly.

3. Provide re cd time to educators willing to learn
how micro applications might enhance their courses
of s

4. • Prov
tors

rnoral support and encouragement to educa
it 11y using the micro.

5. Prov a neutral facility for computer equipment
rever ss Ie.

Plan a
s ts

for 1

7 • course as an c-

Pro sslonal

1.

2. Pray tra.i n inq s e rv ces
ti

to ne'l'J users IV

1 s
CI·O S UCCE.3S ul

3. profe
~; t

s nal literature,
space r era users

ces \.oJ .it.h the

4 . ]

e f It
1 st of erite a ao f twar e
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:Finally f wha·t educators do not know about the impact

of the

is

era is probab ly as great r if not greater t than what

Cons iderab Le research into proper ut.Ll.i.zat.Lon f

software development factors I and student perceptions of the

micro is needed. Teachers in this s t.udy identified that

students who excelled and students who were low achi.eve r s

appeared to b erre fit most from use of the micro. Which stu-

dents should be using the micro? For how long a time?

Which types of s of twa r e modes benefit students most? Resolu-

tion of machine anxiety remains a very serious problem for

new users. How can this resolution be effectively addressed?

Additional research in this area would benefit bot.h students

and teachers.

s

T use of the crocomputer for instructional

at ions is less than six old Iowa. Yet

a1 e \'I! i use of the era for computer 1

acy content struct is becoming an accepted part

CRt aL community. The first generation of era

users has 1 ntifi their concerns--prob that

cente a s e d USCrt3 ntifi twenty ars ago: user-

tra a of t.w a r e to help students grow. Research on the

rat. n of novat n has indicated that support

services to educ tors att ing to adopt a new act ice or

me d is s en tia 1 i L th L innovat is to realize success.

This s ha iclcnti c~d the rsonal concerns, truct



design technical ass tance of existing
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users. It .i.s safe to assume that new users will have many

of these same nee Support service providers in Iowa,

includ state and ional agencies r professional organ-

titutions of higher education can and

ress the needs of micro users in a coordinated

manner us

able.

t.h.e resources and human energy already avail-

As one interviewee put it: nThe micro is just a

tic thi for kids and teachers, but we just can I t do

allan our own. We need time; we need help to do it

right. II
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Dear
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r users of
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area?
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users
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level
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Please
use of

circle the most accurate
films last

A::::l~lwilYS

U==Usual1y
g""Somet irnf:'S
R==Rarely
N"=Never

for quest t your

?

showed

1e

used them?

the

after

a film

ion of a

Ims to the class before you

only a

stop and

2. Did you
showed them?

3. Did you discuss the

5. Did you

1. Did you preview films before

7. Did you show

4. Did

8. you show films to a small group or to an indi-
vidual rather than to the SSt

6. Did you show films more than once to the

A U S H N

A U S R N

A U S R N

A U S R N

A U S R N

A U S R N

A U S R N

A U S R N

?

?

requet

thout

durarr

1 te the effectiveness for your

arrange r an
for students?

you return fi

your

A U S R N 9 ·
f i

11 U S H N 10 ·
A U S R !'1 11 ·

A U S R !~ 1

filmsrecord of
order z.n r o rma t.

t.

t to
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Name

In order to
your social

these data,
numbe r :

se us the last four of

atabo'--lt

on

i.t.erns

you

nY-r\r"'PS •

and college
at all about

them. Therefore, a
--="--~-~--~-------~~_c=~.~-~.~ •.~.... -.~~---

r to be of little
the completely it
r items will represent those concerns
of intcns t and should be marked

of this questionnaire is to
alxlut using various programs

the innovation

The purpose
using or thillh~""

various t.i.me s dur
developed from t
ranged from no
experience in
guestionna__-------- · c_:· ~.._:"~--~-~-_:__~---------------~-~--.__~~"~.~ ~_~""'_.__

at this time. rO'

on t~-;~;;l;;. Ot.}

in varying degrees

This statement is very true of me at this

This statement somewhat true of me now.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 :5 6 7

This statement is not at all true of me at
this time.

This statement seems irrelevant to me.

Please to the items in terms
you feel about your involvement or

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 '4 4 5 "'oJ i

0 y

i t.h

your involvement or potential LnvoLveme n t

ion.

you tdkinq time to te this ta

BY

\J

nte I"



1

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Irrelevant Not: true of
me nO'N

Somewhat true of me now true me now

1. r ant concerned about students' attitudes
toward this innovation.

01234 567

2. I now know of some other approaches that
might work better.

01234 567

3. I don't even know what the innovation is. 0123456 7

4 · I am concerned about not having enough time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to organize mysel f each day .

5· I would 1 ike to help other faculty in their 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
use of the i nnovation .

6. I have a very limited knowledge about the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
innovation .

7· I wou Ld Ii ke to know the effect of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
reorganizat ion on my profess ional status .

8 · I am concerned abou t con fl ict be tween my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

s and ray respon sibil i ties .
9· I am concerned about s use of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

t he innovation .
10. r \,,0\11d like to Cleve wo r k i.nq re lation- 0 1 2 3 /~ 5 6 7'":!'

t n th ou r f ac u I and out side
using tIli s innovation .

11 · r am concerned about how t.he innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a ffects t ts .

1 :2 · T am not concerned about this innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.

1 3· 1 wou Ld Ii k " h) knot'! who Wl } 1 make 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 s
'"~-..- ,

decisions the new system .

14· I wou l d 1 ike to discu the pas sibi 1 i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

of U~_~ the 1. rU10Vd t ion

15 J would 1 i ke t.o kI10,¥ wha t; rc SC)t! r oe S~ are 0 1 2 3 . 5 6· Lj;

ava i In bl c J VJ(':l (Icc ide t.o th i 5

ti,)fj .
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16. I am concerned about my inability to
manage all the innovation requirements.

01234 561

17. I would like to know how my teaching
or administration is supposed to change.

0123456 1

18. I would like to familiarize other depart
ments or persons with the progress of
this new approach.

o 1 234 561

19. I am concerned about evaluating my
impact on students.

01234 567

20. I would like to revise the innovationts
instructional approach.

o 1 234 567

21. I am completely occupied with other
things.

0123456 7

22. I would like to modify our use of the
innovation based on the experiences of
our students.

o 1 234 5 6 7

23. Although I dontt know about this
innovation, I am concerned about things
in the area.

o 1 2 3 4 567

24. I would like to
their

students about 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. r am concerned
with nonacademic
th innova ion.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. I ,vou Ld 1 ike to know wha t t.he use 0 f the
will re in the

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

27. I would 1 to coordinate my e fort
wi th others to z e the tion t s
of

o 1 234 5

28. I wou Ld 1 k e to have more in
3 4 567o 1tion on

Lrne n t.s rC:(11.1 i reelilnd energ
cion.thir;

I would Li ke to
are doing in th

t oLher filcul o 1 234 5

30. At t h.i ti
f I not int rc:;c;tcd i o 1 2 3



1 4 1

I would to how 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 731.
ment, enhance, or the

32. I would like to use feedback from students 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

to chang e the program.

33. I would like to know hOVl my role will 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

change when -r am using the innovationJ. .

34. coordination of t.a s k s and people is 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
taking too much of my time .

35. I wou Ld like to know how this innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is better than wha t we have not>! .
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Teacher
Local School District
city f Iowa

r 1, 1981

Dear

As a microcomputer user, you are on the re Id of a new
and exciting ucationa1 innovation. Us m ro as
aD instructional tool assumes at you have a source 0

support services for s o f twa r e , h a r dwa r e and inst 1
design problems.

As my Drake dissertation project, I am collect 9
tioD from a select gro of micro users. I
help by res ing to a l5~20 nute struct interview to
be held in person at a t conven to you. I
enclosed a of the in r ew estions so
thinking of your responses.

Please comple

Thanks!

the enclosed card

S re

return me

Dennis S r
5502 In :tsoll

sines, Iowa

cc : Build 9 r L" Dei
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Dear Dennis:

POPULATI

145

Sure I'll be glad to help with the struc
interview. Please call me at the number
to set up an appointment that is rou 1
convenient.

A/e---_... -_._.---

The best time to call me at the above n r 15:

Monday
'l'uesday
Wednc:lsday
'I'hu r s d.ay
Frid
Satu

October 12 at
October 13 at
October 14 at
October 15 at
October 16

er 17 at

am/pm
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7

MICROCOMPUTER USER'S SUPPORT

structured
Dennis

Univers ect

Dear Microcompu User:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this stru
interview concerning your involvement with cro er
in education. The thrust of this interview is
what support services and needs selected ins
users in Im"a may identi Re s ults 0 f
reflect only statewide data. Ind iduals res will
be identifi in any way. There are no ri t or wrong
answers--only your valued opinions. Before e in rv
1 will ask your permission to audio tape record re-
sponses. 'l'he terview will take about 15-20 min s . ur
direct and .. opinions are requested. Thank r r
help and time.---

Dennis Schrag

Ci

cro

nts in
cra

tau t using
lcros in ildin

bu ldingsica 1 .~~-~'-~~~~~~~~----:-~~~~.~-~

Subj r
Numbe r of

of
Where is

era ass use a

r:era usc

Brand of CPU
iv10n th!y t:' a r D-;"":~:7""::·::-~.·~~~-.--~~~~·-'-~-~~~~~~~~~~-----=-~~~-·~-~

i e r a ls ,
Why d (' d i



(The following questions seek your response to
technical assistance--the help users might rece
to assure that hardware and software is us as
it should and can be.)

t

When did you receive initial technical training on use of
micro?
Who prov
Was it satisfactory?

--;-~--;-~~-:----~---~--~~._---

Month/Year began use w
Since initial training, have
technical assistance?
m1at were your technical needs then?
Who provided that assistance?
If you were having technical
first?
Can you identify· any additional technicar infonnation/
training you would like to receive now? Inti

-~--"-----------------~~----~~~---~~.-

Please rank order the following modes of securing
help:

t echn i.ce I

Workshop
Colle credit course
Other users__----_--_._..-
Consultant

ure
s 1. :

What vice would of
the pur of a micro
nical tra 9 sn~~~r

r educators
tion re

mach i.ne ?

re

u writ en software r own course

men

s o f t.w r e
softwure availub e

21CCf::SS to>
to as u~
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test construction/scor

--'-0
'6

by instructuse

----'%

%
'%

% Drill and Practice
---, % Tutor ial

% Computer assisted
-------.% Cl\lI

Simulation
Problem Solving
Games
Guidance
Other:

APproximate percent of all software you
approach:

As students use the micro, is their work graded/evaluated as
part of the course/unit grade?
What is the preferred language for instructional software?

Other users
Self produced
Corr~ercially produced
Non-profit produced (l\ffiCC)
Other:

What has been the primary source of the softy/are you have
now?
What s your source 0 new so
acquire?

Nhat are
ware:

ree greatest needs you have sc,ft-

er a new r

n

(Instructional desian
mix of st t, a
curri to cause
quest have do

s st s , )

is as
ref so

arning.
r instruct al des

t'\nat r c en t. o f u r st
micro?
Has some one yro

ts have nefi

S c c
Has your
HO\r!'?

progress t
r c ?

ng as i] rest!

same



is the mic ro a tool'?

scan
own

""",1 design

In your opi,n ion I'

Explain:
'1'0 whom wou
the micro
What ins

tional ign
y our pre
needs you might
College class
Other users
v~orkshop

Publications
Consul tantjAEl'i
Other: specify:

What advice of an instructional design
a new microcomputer user?

would of

ons

(The following questions seek your op
feelings on t e micro had on
and those you are invol with.)

What 1S your overall reaction to era?

concern most rega



seven i
no t.

seven \<l

now

s
one
you
or

On the £0110\<1
on a scale
ment
ment is not

ry True

1 I am conce about r-evi s i.
my use of the microcomputer~ 1 2 3 5 6 1

2 I am con about net.
having enough t to
organize myself each day. 1 2 3 5

16.54:32

') I would I e to familiarize-.) -'

others with the progress of
the mtcro . 1

-~~~~----=-~~~

65432

4. I feel goed about my use of
the micro and anticipate few
changes in my current
operations. 1

-~~~,~~---=--

765432

5. I have some good ideas that
to be tested to

better results from using
the micro. 1

-~~~--~_--:..~......;~_-.::...----,

6. I am concer
fl t
est a
f ]y

re

e cen
ter-

1 2 3 4: 6 7

user?
ice would offer a new t 1

of
VC

.1 if
I would
wo

a

No

Dennis S raq
5502 I rsol1

sines, Iowa 50312
(SIS) 255-713
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